AGENDA Part A (i) – PUBLIC MEETING
Meeting Name: NHS Cheshire CCG Primary Care Commissioning Committee
Date/Time: 22nd July 2021, 13:30 to c15:50

Format: Goto Webinar

Chair: Pam Smith
QUORUM
A quorum necessary for the Committee to undertake its business shall be at least four voting members of
the Committee, comprising:
• Chair (or Vice Chair)
• One other Independent Governing Body Member
• Two Directors from the CCG’s Executive Team
Timing

Item
No
1.

Item

Speaker

Format &
Action

Page
No.

MEETING MANAGEMENT

1.1

Welcome and Chair’s Comments

Chair

Verbal

-

1.2

Apologies for absence

Chair

Verbal

-

1.3

Declarations of interests

Chair

Verbal

-

13:35

1.4

Questions from the Public

Chair

Verbal

-

13.40

1.5

Minutes of NHS Cheshire CCG Primary Care
Commissioning Committee held on 22nd
April 2021

Chair

Papers
For approval

Page 3

13:45

1.6

Matters Arising / action log

Chair

13.50

1.7

PCCC Terms of Reference: To ratify the
interim decision of the committee to accept the
updated PCCC ToRs and pass to the GB for
their approval.

Chair

Papers
For
ratification

Page 13

Chris Leese

Papers
For approval

Page 24

13:30

13.55

2.

Committee Business

2.1

Risk Register Update: To receive and
approve the first iteration of the revised risk
register and note that the proposed
management of risks and scores.

Papers
For updating

Page 12

Timing

Item
No

Item

Speaker

Format &
Action

Page
No.

Papers
For noting
and
approval

Page 33

Papers
For approval

Page 41

14:00

2.2

Primary Care Contracting and
Commissioning Update: To note the
contents of the report, and consider the
following recommendations:• To approve the use of the NHS pathways
SMR live tool.
• To approve the extension of CCG APMS
contracts.

14:15

2.3

Garden Lane Practice Boundary Change

Chris Leese

14:25

2.4

Primary Care Estates Update: To note the
contents of the report, inc the Estates
Investment Policy and Added Value Test for
approval.

James Burchell

Papers
For noting
and
approval

Page 44

14:40

2.5

Enhanced Services Review – Progress
Report:a) Note and agree the action plan for the key
areas identified.
b) Agree to provisionally schedule an
extraordinary Primary Care Commissioning
Committee to consider any business cases
associated with newly developed schemes
in advance of approval through the CCG
Governance process.

Tanya
Jefcoate-Malam

Papers
For noting
and
approval

Page 71

14:50

2.6

ARRS (Additional Roles Reimbursement
Scheme: summary of spend and progress (inc
high level risks)

Lorraine
Weekes-Bailey

Papers
For noting

Page 74

15:05

2.7

Extended Access Update

Tanya
Jefcoate-Malam

Papers
For noting

Page 85

15:15

2.8

Finance Update

Lorraine
Weekes-Bailey

Papers
For noting

Page 89

15:25

2.9

Primary Care ICT Update

Kevin Highfield

Papers
For noting

Page 92

15.35

2.10

Primary Care Quality Report Update

Katie Mills

Papers
For noting

Page 107

3

Any Other Business

3.1

Any other formal business

Chair

Verbal

-

4

Meeting Management

15:50

4.1

Date and Time of Next Meeting:
• Extraordinary meeting (if agreed) – tbc
• 11th October 2021 at 1.30 pm

Chair

Verbal

-

c15:50

Close of Part A (i) Meeting

15:45

Chris Leese

Minutes – Part A
Meeting Name: NHS Cheshire CCG Primary Care Commissioning Committee
Date/Time: Wednesday 22nd April 2021
2.00pm – 3:40pm

Venue/Format: GoTo Webinar

Chair: Pam Smith

Voting Members in Attendance
Name
Pam Smith (Chair)
Daniel Howcroft
Wendy Williams
Suzanne Horrill
Lynda Risk
Paula Wedd
Neil Evans

Role
Lay Member, Chair,
Secondary Care Doctor Governing Body
Lay Member
Lay Member
Executive Director of Finance, Cheshire CCG
Executive Director of Quality & Patient Experience,
Cheshire CCG
Executive Director of Planning & Delivery, Cheshire CCG

Attending








Others in Attendance
Name
Lesley Appleton
Dr Fiona McGreggor-Smith
Dr Gwydion Rhys
Dr Paul Bowen
William Greenwood
Dr Simon Powell
Louise Barry
James Burchell
Louise Gittins
Ian Ashworth
Laura Jeuda
Matt Tyrer
Christopher Leese
Dean Grice
Katie Mills
Carla Sutton
Dr Annabel London
Lorraine Weekes-Bailey
Christine France

Role
Governing Body GP
Governing Body GP
Governing Body GP
GP Member
LMC Representative
LMC Representative
Chief Executive, Healthwatch
Head of Estates, Cheshire CCG
Cheshire West and Chester Council
Cheshire West and Chester Council
Cheshire East Council
Cheshire East Council
Associate Director of Primary Care, Cheshire CCG
Head of Primary Care
Head of Quality (Primary Care) Cheshire CCG
Senior Contract Manager, NHS England
Kiltearn Medical Centre/CCG Clinical Adviser – Primary
Care
Senior Primary Care Accountant, Cheshire CCG
Note taker

Attending




apologies



apologies
apologies
apologies




apologies



Ref.

Discussion and Action Points

1.1
1.1.1

Welcome and introductions
The Chair welcomed attendees to the Committee meeting and advised that the
meeting was being held in public but was not a public meeting. In response to the
Government’s advice on managing the spread of coronavirus the meeting was
held virtually by live webcast the recording of which was made available later on
line.

1.2
1.2.1

Apologies
Apologies were received from William Greenwood, Annabel London, Laura Jeuda,
Ian Ashworth and Matt Tyrer.

1.3
1.3.1

Declarations of Interest
Primary Care Commissioning Committee members and those in attendance
confirmed that they had no further declarations of interest other than those already
held on the CCGs Register of Interests.

Action

Dr Paul Bowen declared an interest in agenda item 2.4, Primary Care Estates
Update, as Middlewood Partnership have an application for a rent review included
in the supporting paper.
1.4

Minutes of Previous Meetings
The Minutes of the Primary Care Commissioning Committee meeting held on 5th
November 2020 were agreed as an accurate record.

1.5

Matters Arising & Action Log
A7 – Future Planning Project – This action can be closed as there is a paper for
discussion on today’s agenda.
A9 – Future Meeting Dates – This action can be closed as future meeting dates
have been secured.
A10 - PCN DES Additional Roles Reimbursement Scheme (ARRS) Update – an
anonymised summary of the requests agreed against the scheme and the reasons
for agreement will be circulated prior to the next committee meeting.

CL

A11 – Primary Care Risk Register – the register will be brought to the July
committee meeting.
A12 – GP Patient Survey – analysis from the wider Healthwatch survey will be
shared with the committee once completed.
2.1

Committee Annual Report
Two amendments were noted for the annual report:
•
•

On page 3 change the report was reviewed virtually to the report was
reviewed at the committee meeting of 22nd April; and
On page 3 under membership it states there are two independent lay
governing body members and there are actually three. The terms of
reference will be adjusted to reflect this also.

PM /
NE

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee approved the report and agreed its
submission to the Governing Body.

2.2

Primary Care Commissioning Update
Chris Leese introduced the report highlighting the following:
•
•

the awarding of general practice resilience funding to general practice; and
the additional spend for supporting practices during the pandemic

Comments were received as follows:
•

•

•

Dan Howcroft commented that as part of the bidding process for additional
funding practices and primary care networks had to state what they
planned to spend the money on and questioned if there was assurance that
they had spent their funding on the things they had said it was for within
their bid.
•
Chris Leese responded that the practices and primary care
networks have signed a memorandum of understanding and in June
they will be asked for an update report on what they said they were
going to spend and this information will be included in a future report
to the committee.
Dr Lesley Appleton asked if the reopening of St Werburgh’s list to new
patients had been communicated to the membership to ensure they were
aware they could redirect homeless patients to the practice. Lesley also
asked for an update on provision for the homeless across Cheshire.
•
Dean Grice responded that he would be sending a communication
out to all West Cheshire practices to ensure they knew that the
service was being reopened and available for registrations. The
Primary Care Operations Group have discussed the need to review
the provision of homelessness services across Cheshire and the
findings will be brought to a future committee meeting.
Dr Gwydion Rhys commented that often requests for practices to bid for
funding come through at short notice and asked was it possible to
speculate when this might happen in the future to maximise the
opportunities for the people of Cheshire.
•
Chris Reese replied that there will be further funding available but it
is unknown when as it is yet to be released to the Clinical
Commissioning Group.

The Primary Care Commissioning Committee noted the update on primary care
commissioning and contracting.
2.3

Primary Care Quality Update
Dr Gwydion Rhys commented on the low update of flu vaccinations amongst
pregnant women. Katie Mills responded that the Clinical Commissoining Group
will be working to improve numbers next year and will be inviting midwifery teams
to join the Clinical Commissioning Group’s flu group, national guidance recently
published has put more emphasis on NHS maternity providers to vaccinate
pregnant women.

Action

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points

Action

Dr Lesley Appleton noted that figures for flu vaccinations for the ethnic minority
population were also low and that innovative actions have been taken in making
covid-19 vaccinations more accessible which could possibly be used for the flu
vaccination moving forwards. Katie agreed that there had been lessons learnt
from the covid-19 vaccination programme and the Clinical Commissioning Group
would be keen to support moving forwards for future flu vaccination seasons.
Dan Howcroft asked if it is anticipated that practices will continue to use the
Clinical Commissioning Group funded video consultations platform beyond the
pandemic or will they switch to use their own platforms. Dean Grice replied that
video consultations are funded by the Clinical Commissioning Group for this year
via national funding and there is a GP contract requirement for practices to have
both online and video consultation functionality.
Dr Gwydion Rhys commented that in regard to childhood immunisations and the
chart within the paper two of the practices have a larger number proportionally of
people waiting for their immunisations compared to their list size and that there
does not seem to have been much movement in their position. Katie Mills
responded that it is planned to work with both practices to develop an action plan
to improve their position and to share best learning from another practice who
implemented an action plan in a short period of time to reduce their waiting list.
Katie agreed to bring an update to the next committee meeting to provide
assurance of an improvement in the two waiting lists.

KM

Dr Fiona McGregor-Smith said that the report contains information that the Quality
Team are monitoring and supporting eight practices who are being looked at by
the Care Quality Commission and questioned how this done. Katie Mills
responded that the Clinical Commissioning Group meet with the Care Quality
Commission to discuss any practices of concern, currently inspection visits are not
taking place and some of these practices have received telephone calls and others
are being remotely monitored. Dean Grice added that he would expect the
number of practices under Care Quality Commission monitoring to reduce as
some of them predate Covid-19 and will be closed as usual practice by the Care
Quality Commission returns.
Fiona asked whether there is an ongoing problem of secondary care providing a
yearly sign off for those patients on Valproate as part of the pregnancy prevention
programme. Katie agreed to bring further details of the Valproate pregnancy
prevention programme undertaken by the Medicines Management Team to the
next committee meeting.
Pam Smith commented that as performance now sits with the Quality and
Safeguarding Committee she planned to meet with Paula Wedd, Neil Evans and
Chris Morris, Chair of the Committee to discuss what aspects of quality go to
which committee as some items of quality will still need to be discussed at this
committee. Pam is hoping to bring a report on this back to the next committee
meeting.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee noted the update in respect of
Primary Care Quality following the receipt of the report at the Quality and
Safeguarding Performance Committee which is charged with the duty in relation to
quality of primary medical services.

KM

PS

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points

2.4

Primary Care Estates Update

Action

James Burchell introduced the report highlighting the following:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Phase one of a national data gathering exercise has been undertaken in
conjunction with NHS England but unfortunately due to the pandemic the
scheme was postponed. A meeting has been scheduled for next week to
discuss communications with practices regarding the recommencement of
the programme.
From 1st April the rent reimbursement process that was managed by NHS
England has now transferred over to the Clinical Commissioning Group,
historical issues will continue to be managed in a joint way with NHS
England.
Guidance received from NHS England regarding Primary Care Networks
and the demand for space to accompany the additional roles that have
been funded by NHS England has been shared with practices. Positive
engagement has been undertaken with a number of Primary Care
Networks.
Seven bids have been received for Improvement Grant monies and an
update will be provided within the next estates report to the Committee.
The building works have been completed at Holmes Chapel Health Centre
using funds from an Estates Technology and Transformation Fund bid and
currently awaiting sign off from the District Valuer.
The building of the new branch surgery for the Elms Medical Centre in
Blacon is due to be completed in March 2022. The practice have
requested as per section 14 of the Premises Directions for professional
fees and related costs of £23,820, the application was considered by the
Estates Committee and brought here for approval.
The Estates Committee have reviewed an application from Middlewood
Primary Care Network for an increase in GMS space in response to the
review of occupation of space in premises by East Cheshire Trust.

Comments were received as follows:
•

•

•

Gwydion Rhys asked whether having extra staffing in primary care going to
impact on estates and whether there is commensurate funding to meet
these demands.
•
James Burchell responded that there is a planned review of primary
care estates due to take place in the summer which should allow
NHS England to look at funding. Whether there will be additional
funding available is unknown until new guidance is issued later this
year. Neil Evans added that funding has been secured for the
additional roles within IT budgets for this year.
Dan Howcroft commented that within the Estates Strategy there did not
seem to be much information in ways of environmental sustainability and
asked if more could be included.
•
James Burchell replied that as part of the Clinical Commissoining
Group’s Climate Change Group, which has strong primary care
representation, schemes which look at impacts and environmental
sustainability going forward are being looked at.
Lesley Appleton questioned whether the £23,820 being requested by the
Elms Medical Centre was a reasonable ask for reimbursement compared to
other builds that have happened.

JB

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points
•

James Burchell said that due diligence had been undertaken and the
amount falls within the accepted standard of 12% of build costs for
professional fees that can be claimed.

The Primary Care Commissioning Committee:
•
•

2.5

Noted the contents of the report
Approved the reimbursement of £23,820 to the Elms Medical Centre to
support in the professional and legal fees costs for the new GP Practice

Extended Access – Update and Approach for 2020/2021
It was noted that there were conflicts of interests on this item due to a direct
pecuniary impact for primary care colleagues and it was agreed that they could
comment on the process but could not influence what the impact of that process is.
Tanya Jefcoate-Malam introduced the paper highlighting the following:
•

•

Funding for extended access is moving over the Primary Care Network
Direct Enhanced Service from April 2022. This was supposed to take
place this year but has been delayed due to the pandemic although some
Networks in the old West Cheshire area have indicated that they would like
to take on the delivery of this work from October.
Additional services in West Cheshire have previously been funded from the
Prime Minister’s Challenge Fund and this funding will be passed onto the
practices via the Primary Care Network Direct Enhanced Service from next
April and a decision will need to be made as to whether these are still
services that the Clinical Commissioning Group would wish to commission
for the population of West Cheshire. A more detailed paper outlining this
will be brought to July’s committee meeting.

Comments were received as follows:
•
•

•

Neil Evans commented that until the national specification is seen it is
difficult to form a clear position on those additional services in West
Cheshire.
Pam Smith noted that when the detailed paper is brought back to the
committee for discussion and decision the conflict of interest will still
remain. Tanya Jefcoate-Malam provided assurance that engagement has
begun with the Local Medical Committee, Primary Care Networks and GP
providers and will be completed before the committee see the paper.
Paula Wedd commented that in extending a contract, assurance is needed
that the service is of a standard that the Clinical Commissioning Group
would want to commission.

The Primary Care Commissioning Committee noted:
•
•

the progress to date with extending the current contracts and progress
towards future commissioning arrangements; and
the next steps outlined and the need to agree a way forward at a future
Primary Care Commissioning Committee.

Action

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points

2.6

Enhanced Service Review – Update and Approach for 2020/2021
It was noted that there were conflicts of interests on this item due to a direct
pecuniary impact for primary care colleagues and it was agreed that they could
comment on the process but could not influence what the impact of that process is.
Tanya Jefcoate-Malam informed members that the work required to be undertaken
on the Local Commissioned Service (LCS) review has been on-hold throughout
the Pandemic, other than the work to negotiate a new equitable solution across
Cheshire for care homes. It is now necessary to work to achieve a standardised
specification and equality in funding across Cheshire for the other Locally
Enhanced Service schemes. There is a table within the paper setting out which
specifications are being reviewed at what time, the first phase of those
specifications are already commissioned across Cheshire and in many cases the
funding is different across the county. A task and finish group has been set up
which can review these schemes fairly quickly. There is also a steering group with
the first meeting arranged for mid-May where the progress of phase one will be
discussed and the movement into the second phase.
It is hoped to have the first phase developed, negotiated and agreed to bring back
to the committee in quarter two for implementation in quarter three and negotiate
the more complex specifications in quarters three and four for implementation in
quarter one of 2022.
Neil Evans stated that the final decision on these business cases will need to be
made by the Governing Body due to the value and that this is not core spend that
falls within the primary care budget.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee:
•
•

2.7

noted and agreed the action plan for the key areas identified; and
noted and agreed the following two phases of work as part of this review
and agree the next steps identified.

Finance
Lorraine Weekes-Bailey introduced the report highlighting:
•
•
•
•

There is an underspend of £2.6million for local primary care due to
planning budgets, this is mainly due to planning assumptions at the
beginning of the financial year.
Primary Care Access fund shows an underspend of £1.226m. The
underspend is due to 2019/20 expenditure that was halted at the end of
2019/20 due to Covid-19.
The delegated budget is almost balanced due to retrospective allocations
received.
Financial planning information is only just being received and Lorraine will
bring the update position to the next committee meeting.

The Primary Care Commissioning Committee noted the financial position reported
at Month 11 and to note the financial risks currently facing the Clinical
Commissioning Group.

Action

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points

2.8

Primary Care ICT Update

Action

Neil Evans introduced the paper and highlighted the following:
•

The ICT Team working with Clinical Lead Dan Jones continue to submit
bids to NHS England and NHS Digital to seek additional investment into IT
in Cheshire today’s paper describes some of those areas.
Cheshire is one of the early adopters of digitisation of paper records and
within this year’s budgets investment will be made in an ongoing service.
The Office 365 pilot has commenced.

•
•

Comments were received as follows:
•

Pam Smith asked how primary care is represented where the decisions are
made to invest in systems.
•
Neil Evans responded that it is dependent on the decision, there are
various ways such as consultation via Primary Care Networks,
there is no formal committee structure to do this.
Gwydion Rhys said it would be helpful for patients to be able to directly
access staff such as social prescribers and physiotherapists within
practices directly rather than via the reception and asked when call
handling software to do this will be looked into. Fiona McGregor-Smith
commented that there is a large amount of variability in patients’ knowledge
and ability to use IT and the communications and engagement team would
need to be involved to advertise and reinforce the message that any new
systems are there to help and not to hinder. Lesley Appleton added that
consideration should be given to not just telephone systems as many
patients like the option of being able to go online to book appointments etc.
Paula Wedd said she was pleased to see the extension in available hours
for Midland and Lancashire Commissioning Support Unit to provide IT
support to practices but asked what consideration had been given to
support weekend working.
•
Neil Evans replied that discussions have taken place to try to work
out the best solutions that offer value for money. There are existing
on call support arrangements which can be used

•

•

Pam Smith and Neil Evans will consider how representatives from general practice
are involved in IT discussions and have influence on the decisions being made.
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee noted for information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

section 1 “Primary Care ICT Project Updates since the last meeting”.
These are not new requests for funding. These projects are coming out of
the last years GPIT accruals and been delayed due to the pandemic.
section 2 “Digital Innovations Bids” now approved.
section 3 “CSU ICT Contract Extension”.
4 “Online Consultation”
section 5 “Primary Care Contract Extensions”
section 6 “Primary Care Investments”

PS/NE

Ref.

Discussion and Action Points

3.0

Any Other Business
It was noted that questions from the public was not included as an agenda item
although questions had been asked for via the website and no questions had been
received.

4.0

Date and time of next meeting
Thursday 22nd July 2021, 2.00pm via GoTo Webinar

Action

Action Log
KEY

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE

New
In Progress
Delayed

ACTION LOG - Updated: 8th July 2021
Item
PCCC20-A10
PCCC20-A11
PCCC20-A12

Original
Meeting Date
27.08.2020
27.08.2020
27.08.2020

Description
PCN DES Additional Roles
Reimbursement Scheme
(ARRS) Update
Primary Care Risk Register

Action Requirements from the Meetings

By Whom

bring to a future committee an anonymised summary of the requests agreed against the scheme
and the reasons for agreement

CL

Work with the Primary Care Operational Group to review the risks and bring an updated risk
register to a future committee meeting.
GP Patient Survey
Cut the responses from the Healthwatch survey to those which relate directly to primary care to
share with the committee.
Updates agreed:
i) Page 3 - amend 'reviewed virtually' to 'reviewed at the committee meeting dated 22nd April
Committee Annual Report
2021'.
ii) Page 3 - update ToRs to reflect the membership within the annual report.

PCCC21-A1

22-Apr-21

PCCC21-A2

22-Apr-21

Primary Care Quality Update Katie Mills to bring an update to the action plan around waiting lists for childhood immunisations.

PCCC21-A3

22-Apr-21

Primary Care Quality Update

PCCC21-A4

22-Apr-21

PCCC21-A5

22-Apr-21

PCCC21-A6

22-Apr-21

Katie Mills to bring further details of the Valproate pregnancy prevention programme to the next
committee meeting.
Pam Smith to meet with CCG colleague to determine which elements of quality will continue to
Primary Care Quality Update be reported at the PCCC and will report back to the committee on the outcome of these
discussions.
James Burchell to include updates on improvement grant monies within the next estates report to
Primary Care Estates
the committee.
Update

Primary Care ICT update

Closed

Pam Smith and Neil Evans to consider how GP represenatives are involved in future IT
discussions and can influence discussions being made.

By When

CL

Comments/ Updates Outside of the
Meetings

Status

On the July 2021 agenda

Closed

On the July 2021 agenda

Closed

LB

In Progress
Annual report updated as an interim
action.

Closed

PM/NE

22-Apr-21

KM

22-Jul-21

New

KM

22-Jul-21

New

PS

22-Jul-21

New

JB

22-Jul-21

PS/NE

22-Jul-21

New
Dr Dan Jones is attending Clinical
Director meetings to gain feedback.
Other examples include Primary Care
Operational & Quality Group, and
Practice Managers Forum to develop
plans.

In Progress

Primary (General Practice) Care Commissioning
Committee
1.
1.1

Introduction
The Primary (General Practice) Care Commissioning Committee (‘the
Committee’) is established in accordance with the NHS Cheshire CCG
Constitution, Prime Financial Policies and Scheme of Delegation. These
terms of reference define the membership, remit, responsibilities and reporting
arrangements of the Committee which meet the requirements of the
Constitution of the CCG and Managing Conflicts of Interest: Statutory
Guidance for CCGs.

1.2

The accountability and decision making of the Committee has been delegated
to the Committee by the Clinical Commissioning Group and NHS England.

2.
2.1

Statutory Framework
Simon Stevens, the Chief Executive of NHS England, announced on 1 May
2014 that NHS England was inviting CCGs to expand their role in primary
care commissioning and to submit expressions of interest setting out the
CCG’s preference for how it would like to exercise expanded Primary Medical
Care commissioning functions. One option available was that NHS England
would delegate the exercise of certain specified primary care commissioning
functions to a CCG.

2.2

In accordance with its statutory powers under section 13Z of the National
Health Service Act 2006 (as amended), NHS England has delegated the
exercise of the functions specified in Schedule 2 of the respective delegation
agreements to these Terms of Reference to NHS Cheshire CCG.

2.3

The CCG has established the NHS Cheshire CCG Primary Care
Commissioning Committee. The Committee will function as a corporate
decision-making body for the management of the delegated functions and the
exercise of the delegated powers.

2.4

Arrangements made under section 13Z may be on such terms and conditions
(including terms as to payment) as may be agreed between NHS England and
the CCG.

2.5

Arrangements made under section 13Z do not affect the liability of NHS
England for the exercise of any of its functions. However, the CCG
acknowledges that in exercising its functions (including those delegated to it),
it must comply with the statutory duties set out in Chapter A2 of the NHS Act
and including:
a) Management of conflicts of interest (section 14O);
b) Duty to promote the NHS Constitution (section 14P);

c) Duty to exercise its functions effectively, efficiently and economically
(section 14Q);
d) Duty as to improvement in quality of services (section 14R);
e) Duty in relation to quality of primary medical services (section 14S);
f) Duties as to reducing inequalities (section 14T);
g) Duty to promote the involvement of each patient (section 14U);
h) Duty as to patient choice (section 14V);
i) Duty as to promoting integration (section 14Z1);
j) Public involvement and consultation (section 14Z2).
2.6

The CCG will also need to specifically, in respect of the delegated functions
from NHS England, exercise those set out below:
• Duty to have regard to impact on services in certain areas (section 13O);
• Duty as respects variation in provision of health services (section 13P).

2.7

The Committee is established as a Committee of the CCG in accordance with
Schedule 1A of the “NHS Act”.

2.8

The members acknowledge that the Committee is subject to any directions
made by NHS England or by the Secretary of State.

3.
3.1

Role of the Committee
The Committee has been established in accordance with the above statutory
provisions to enable the members to collectively consider the strategy,
planning and procurement of primary care services in Cheshire, under
delegated authority from NHS England.

3.2

In performing its role, the Committee will exercise its management of the
functions in accordance with the agreement entered into between NHS
England and NHS Cheshire CCG which will sit alongside the delegation and
terms of reference.

3.3

The functions of the Committee are undertaken in the context of a desire to
promote increased co-commissioning to increase quality, efficiency,
productivity and value for money and to remove administrative barriers.

3.4

The role of the Committee shall be to carry out the functions relating to the
commissioning of primary medical services under section 83 of the NHS Act
except those relating to the Reserved Functions of NHS England.

3.5

This includes but is not limited to the following activities:
• GMS, PMS and APMS contracts (including the design of PMS and APMS
contracts, monitoring of contracts, taking contractual action such as issuing
branch/remedial notices, and removing a contract;
• newly designed enhanced services (“Local Enhanced Services” and
“Directed Enhanced Services)
• design of local incentive schemes as an alternative to the Quality
Outcomes Framework (QOF);
• Decision making on whether to establish new GP practices in an area;
• approving practice mergers;

• making decisions on ‘discretionary’ payments (e.g., returner/retainer
schemes).
3.6

The decisions of the Committee shall be binding on the CCG and NHS
England. Decisions will be published by the CCG.

3.7

The Committee will also carry out the following activities:
a) to plan, including needs assessment, primary [medical] care services in
Cheshire;
b) to undertake reviews of primary [medical] care services in Cheshire;
c) to co-ordinate a common approach to the commissioning of primary care
services generally;
d) to manage the budget for commissioning of primary [medical] care services
in Cheshire.
e) to commission, review and authorise policies where they are explicitly
related to areas within the remit of the Committee as outlined within the
TOR, or where specifically delegated by the Governing Body and/or NHS
England/Improvement.

4.
4.1

Geographical Coverage
The Committee will comprise the Cheshire CCG area.

5.
5.1

Membership
The Committee shall consist of the following membership:
• at least two x2 Independent Lay Governing Body Members
• at least one x1Independent Clinical Governing Body Member
• CCG Chief Accountable Officer or nominated deputy
• CCG Executive Director of Finance & Contracts (Chief Finance Officer), or
nominated deputy
• CCG Executive Director of Strategy & Partnerships, or nominated deputy
• CCG Executive Director of Planning & Delivery or nominated deputy
• CCG Executive Director of Quality & Patient Experience or nominated
deputy
• CCG Joint Medical Director or nominated deputy.

5.2

Members of the Committee will be listed in the CCG annual report and
accounts.

5.2

Committee members may appoint a deputy to represent them at meetings of
the Committee. Committee members should inform the Committee Chair at
least 48 hours ahead of the meeting of their intention to nominate a deputy to
attend/act on their behalf. They should provide assurance that any such
deputy is suitably briefed and suitably qualified, and that the individual fulfils
the requirements of the role and is not disqualified by whichever schedules of
the regulations that may apply. Alternatively, where appropriate members’
views may be sought by email and reported verbally at the Committee
meeting.

5.3

The Committee may determine which other individuals from within and outside
of the CCG to invite to attend Committee meetings. Regular attendees do not
have any authority to cast a vote.

5.4

Key regular attendees with a standing invite to attend Committee meetings will
be:
• x4 General Practice Representatives
• Associate Director of Primary Care
• CCG Practice Manager Representative
• Cheshire Local Medical Committee Representative
• Healthwatch Cheshire Representative
• NHS England & Improvement Representative.

5.5

A standing invitation will be open to the following observers to attend and
participate in the meeting:
• Cheshire East Local Authority Council Health and Wellbeing Board
Representative
• Cheshire West and Chester Local Authority Council Health and Wellbeing
Board Representative
• Cheshire East Council Local Authority Public Health Representative
• Cheshire West and Chester Local Authority Council Public Health
Representative.

5.6

These Individuals in attendance do not have any authority to cast a vote in
any of the decisions undertaken by the Committee.

6.
Chair Arrangements
The role of Chair of the Committee will be one of the CCGs Independent Lay
Governing Body Members for Engagement and Involvement. other CCG
Independent Lay Member present on the Committee will serve as the Vice Chair.
6.1

The Chair and Vice Chair of the Committee must be undertaken by an
individual in the role of an Independent Lay Member on the Governing Body
who is not the CCGs Governance, Audit and Risk Committee Chair or
Conflicts of Interest Guardian.

7.
7.1

Meetings and Voting
The Committee will operate in accordance with the CCG’s Standing Orders.
The Secretary to the Committee will be responsible for giving notice of
meetings. This will be accompanied by an agenda and supporting papers and
sent to each member representative no later than seven days before the date
of the meeting. When the Chair of the Committee deems it necessary in light
of the urgent circumstances to call a meeting at short notice, the notice period
shall be such as s/he shall specify.

7.2

Each voting member of the Committee shall have one vote. The Committee
shall reach decisions by a simple majority of members present, but with the
Chair having a second and deciding vote, if necessary. However, the aim of

the Committee will be to achieve decision-making by consensus wherever
possible.
8.

Quorum. A quorum necessary for the Committee to undertake its business
shall be at least four voting members of the Committee, comprising:
• Chair (or nominated Vice Chair in the absence of the Chair)
• One other Independent Governing Body Member
• Two Directors from the CCGs Executive Team.

8.2

Although not voting members of the Committee, to facilitate the involvement of
General Practice Representation in the discussions of the Committee, if no
General Practice Representatives are available to attend a meeting the Chair
may consider the rescheduling of the meeting.

8.3

Where a meeting is not quorate, owing to the absence of certain members,
the meeting may be deferred until such time as a quorum can be convened.
Where there is a need for urgent decision-making between meetings, this will
be undertaken by email or through an extraordinary meeting if required. This
will be on an exceptional basis and all decisions will be brought to the next
Committee meeting for ratification.

8.4

Where a quorum cannot be convened from the membership of the meeting,
owing to the arrangements for managing conflicts of interest or potential
conflicts of interests, the Chair of the meeting shall consult with the CCG Chief
Officer or Chief Finance Officer on the action to be taken. There should be
due consideration given by the Chair of the Committee of Clinical
Representation at the meeting amongst the members.

9.
9.1

Frequency of meetings
The Committee shall be convened on a bi-monthly basis with a minimum of
six meetings per year.

9.2

Meetings of the Primary (General Medical) Care Commissioning Committee
meetings will be held in public unless the CCG considers that it is not in the
public’s interest to permit members of the public to attend a meeting or part of
a meeting.

9.3

Members of the public and press will be able to attend all Primary (General
Medical) Care Commissioning Committee meetings held in public with the
exception of in those circumstances it is deemed necessary to prevent
disruption or where publicity on a matter would be prejudicial to the public
interest. On the rare occasion where press or public are excluded, members
of the Primary (General Medical) Care Commissioning Committee, and
employees in attendance will be required not to disclose confidential contents
of papers or minutes, or content of any discussion at the meeting on these
topics outside the CCG without the express permission of the Committee.

9.4

Members of the Committee have a collective responsibility for the operation of
the Committee. They will participate in discussion, review evidence and

provide objective expert input to the best of their knowledge and ability, and
endeavour to reach a collective view.
9.5

The Committee may delegate tasks to such individuals, sub-committees or
individual members as it shall see fit, provided that any such delegations are
consistent with the parties’ relevant governance arrangements, are recorded
in a scheme of delegation, are governed by terms of reference as appropriate
and reflect appropriate arrangements for the management of conflicts of
interest.

9.6

The Committee may call additional experts to attend meetings on an ad hoc
basis to inform discussions.

9.7

Members of the Committee, including the non-voting members and attendees,
shall respect confidentiality requirements as set out in the CCG’s Constitution.

9.8

The Committee will present the minutes of its meetings to the Governing Body
of NHS Cheshire CCG at the next appropriate meeting for information,
including the minutes of any sub-committees to which responsibilities are
delegated under paragraph 9.5 31 above.

9.9

The Committee will also comply with any reporting requirements set out in its
Constitution.

9.10 These Terms of Reference will be reviewed from time to time, reflecting
experience of the Committee in fulfilling its functions. NHS England may also
issue revised model terms of reference from time to time.
10.
Accountability of the Committee
10.1 The Committee is accountable to the CCG membership and to NHS England.
The decision-making scope of the Committee is outlined within the NHS
Cheshire CCG Constitution and specifically the Scheme of Reservation and
Delegation.
10.2 The minutes of the Committee will be formally recorded and presented to the
Governing Body at the earliest practicable meeting.
10.3 The Committee is responsible for both overseeing the management of primary
care delegated budgets and ensuring decisions made do not exceed the
primary care delegated budget.
10.4 The Committee will ensure that patient/public consultation is considered and
undertaken when appropriate to aid decision making.
11.
11.1

Procurement of Agreed Services
The Committee will ensure that Procurement, Patient Choice and Competition
(No.2) Regulations 2013 are followed.

11.2 No contracts for NHS healthcare services will be awarded where conflicts or
potential conflicts of interest affect or appear to affect the integrity of the
award.
12.
Decisions
12.1 The Committee will make decisions within the bounds of their remit.
12.2

The decisions of the Committee shall be binding on NHS England and the
CCG.

12.3

The Committee will produce an executive summary report which will be
presented to NHS England’s regional team and the Governing Body of NHS
Cheshire CCG bi-monthly for information.

13.
13.1

REVIEW OF PERFORMANCE
These Terms of Reference were approved on 18 June 2020 (to add)

13.2

The Committee shall undertake an annual review of its performance and
effectiveness to ensure it has discharged its functions as intended. Any
changes to the Terms of Reference resulting from any such review will need
to be approved by the CCG Governing Body.

13.3

A review log of all Committee Terms of Reference is held within the CCG
Corporate Governance Handbook.

14.

SCHEDULE ONE – DELEGATED FUNCTIONS

PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
22nd July 2021
Agenda Item: 2.1
Title
Primary Care Risk Register
Author
Contributors
Christopher Leese, Associate Director of Primary Gavin Wraige, Risk and Assurance Officer
Care
Report Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director plus Finance if applicable)
Neil Evans, Director Of Planning and Performance
Date submitted
12th July 2021

Key Issues and considerations
1. The Primary Care Risk Register has been updated and refreshed to reflect key risks for
2021/2022.
2. Revised risk owners have been assigned to each risk.
3. Governance Arrangements for each risk have also been agreed.
4. The Committee will receive the updated risk register at each meeting.
5. This paper summarises the revised Risk Register (further details given in Appendix 1).
6. It should be noted that there is a separate Covid-19 Risk Register which cross references some
of the areas on this Risk Register, and this is managed via the Covid governance structures.

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to:Approve the first iteration of the revised risk register, Noting that the management of risks and
scoring of each risk will be reviewed and maintained outside of the committee through the structures
outlined.

1. Primary Risk Register
a. Throughout the Covid-19 outbreak and during the pause of much of the governance
business structures of the CCG the primary care risk register was maintained internally
b. As part of the restart of usual governance the risk register has been fully reviewed and
refreshed for 2021/2022 with the Risk and Assurance team and via the Primary Care
Operations and Quality Group.
c. Appendix 1 give the first iteration of this revised risk register which comes to the Committee
for discussion and agreement.
2. Details
a. The risk in relation to finance and budgets remains but has been downgraded to a low risk,
given the controls and current position. This risk will be managed through the Primary Care
Operations and Quality Group and via Finance governance routes to ensure it reflects the
changing position as the year develops.
b. The risk in relation to estates remains on the register but has been updated to reflect the
delivery of the key priority projects discussed at the last committee meeting, Knutsford and
Handbridge. This risk will be managed through the Estates group and updated accordingly
and the risk has been increased to medium to reflect the current challenges.
c. The risk in relation to Practice resilience and stability has been updated to include the
previous risks in relation to workforce, to form a single risk incorporating all factors that may
affect general practice’s ability to remain resilient and stable. The grading of this risk
remains as it was previously. This risk will be managed through the Primary Care
Operations and Quality Group.
d. A new risk has been added in relation to the CCG’s Primary Care team ability to deliver key
projects and support practices accordingly. This reflects the wider organisational risk in
relation to staffing across the CCG which is already on the Governing Body risk register.
e. Other details, mitigation and controls are given in Appendix 1 and these will be updated and
amended via the governance structures mentioned above, with the Committee receiving
this at each meeting for noting.
f.

As this is the first iteration, the Committee are invited to discuss some of this detail noting
there will be opportunity for this to be refined and revised monthly as changes in, for
example, national policy, come to fruition.

3. Actions for the Committee
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to;
Approve the first iteration of the revised risk register, Noting that the management of risks and
scoring of each will be reviewed and maintained outside of the committee through the
structures outlined.

Risk Summary by Committee
Primary Care Commissioning Committee
Risk
No

Title

On BAF

05 July 2021

Corporate
Objectives

Active Risks

Score

Last
Update

Initial

Previous

Proposed

00021

(PCC001) Primary Care Services Estates

6

9

9

05/07/2021

00024

(PCC004) Primary Care Commissioning,
Financial

16

6

6

28/06/2021

00027

(PCC007) Resilience and Stability of
General Practice

12

16

16

05/07/2021

00141

Ability of CCG to support primary
care/systems and delivery of key projects

9

9

9

05/07/2021

Low to Medium Risk
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High Risk

Very High Risk
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Active Risks
Objectives:
00021
Risk Owner

Executive Lead

Responsible Committee

James Burchell

Neil Evans

Primary Care Commissioning
Committee

(PCC001) Primary Care Services Estates
Risk Category
Primary Care Services Estates – the provision of primary care services in premises fit for purpose to meet current demand for premises
developments and to deliver the two “highest priority” developments of Knutsford and Handbridge
Risk relating to having appropriate:
- Primary Care premises in place.
- Estates expertise within the CCG.
- Financial capacity within the CCG to implement strategy. - Delivery of two highest priority developments of Knutsford and Handbridge
and risks associated with non delivery of developments of these projects as these are no urgent/high priority

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Likelihood x Impact

Rationale Current Score

Score

Original

2

3

6

Current

3

3

9

Appetite

Date Added

01/04/2020

Target Date
Risk Closure

Current Controls (What are we currently doing
about the risk?)

Gaps In Control

Managed monthly via the Primary Care Estates Group and Primary
Care Operations and Quality Group. &bull; Liaising with Local
Authorities to access additional

Investment for all requested developments. Ongoing management
of key developments.

Capital funds for high priority development projects (Section 106)
Creating an investment policy to implement governance and
assurance on future proposed schemes
Drafting a premises strategic position document
National Data Gathering Exercise - benchmarking GP Practices
against a set criteria/highlighting any gaps
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Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Assurances (How do we know if things are having
a positive effect?)

CCG has worked with LMC and local practices to develop an overall
estates approach based on an agreed prioritsation matrix.

Initial version of the Primary Care Estates Strategy document being
used in talks with our partners.
Primary Care estates position being monitored / actively managed
by the CCG Primary Care team and escallated as appropriate.

Engaged with an external consultancy company to rationale the
feasibility of the two highest local priorities for premises investment
Investment Policy has been developed and to be approved at July
PCC
Business Cases being progressed for Handbridge and Knutsford
developments
Working with PCNs to develop their local estates strategies
Supporting relevant Practices with Investment Grant plans/bids
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Active Risks
Objectives:
00024
Risk Owner

Executive Lead

Responsible Committee

Andrew Whittingham

Neil Evans

Primary Care Commissioning
Committee

(PCC004) Primary Care Commissioning, Financial
Risk Category
CCG Financial Challenges in relation Budget Allocations for 2020/21

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Likelihood x Impact

Rationale Current Score

Score

Original

4

4

16

Current

2

3

6

Appetite

Date Added

01/04/2020

Target Date
Risk Closure

Current Controls (What are we currently doing
about the risk?)

Gaps In Control

Managed at the Primary Care Operational Meeting and Primary Care Some allocations are unknown in year due to covid / potential
Committee
additional funding
Regular reporting mechanisms and escalation process in place *
Regular Financial internal meetings and forecasts * Monthly reports
from Finance - recent internal audit had no major concerns
regarding financial management around ARRS

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Assurances (How do we know if things are having
a positive effect?)
Budget is currently within managed range and no major concerns at
present
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Active Risks
Objectives:
00027
Risk Owner

Executive Lead

Responsible Committee

Chris Leese

Neil Evans

Primary Care Commissioning
Committee

(PCC007) Resilience and Stability of General Practice
Risk Category
Resilience and Stability of General Practice (Practices ability to function during current Covid-19 related challenges).

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Likelihood x Impact

Previous risk carried forward from pre merger.
In respect of Covid this risk has been amended
to reflect the increased workload and
pressures on general practice due to
additional work from flu, pressures of staff
sickness/self isolation and awaiting testing.

Score

Original

3

4

12

Current

4

4

16

Appetite

Date Added

Rationale Current Score

01/04/2020

Target Date
Risk Closure

Current Controls (What are we currently doing
about the risk?)

Gaps In Control

Weekly primary care covid response cell which also covers resilience
issues, working in partnership with ICP as a single team of support monthly primary care operations group - 'well tested and responsive
escalation process -

It is difficult to predict current impact of development in relation to
covid. Workforce fluctuations in terms of staff self isolating from
covid/new services and demands on practice staff and services. This
risk has to be managed closely and with regular updates using the
current controls. CCG have no control over national asks/timescales

NHS England policy book has revised section on this issue. * weekly
primary care covid cell *Monthly primary care operations meeting
*escalation process with general practice for issues *'single team
approach' for supporting general practice between CCG and ICP
Regular discussions/updtes at the Primary Care Operations Group to
ensure aware of all Practice issues.
CCG has undertaken scenario plannning and regular stress testing of
internal processes
Primary Care Performance Dashboard,
Engagement and dialogue with LMC to support Practices with
resilience issues - maximisation of ARRS (additional roles) to
support workforce this is now a key area of support and is
referenced in the planning guidance with regular updates to PCC
Support Practices in respect of applications for the GP Resilience
Fund and Covid support funding allocated to practices - ICPS regular
meetings and dialogue with all practices across their patch * weekly
CCG newsletter and monthly webinar
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Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Assurances (How do we know if things are having
a positive effect?)

Good and open dialogue via membership and senate.

RAG rating.
No practice closed during COVID due to measures supported by
Winter planning for booster programme also needed to be a priority CCG.
in the next month as more details regarding any phase 3 programme Escalation processes have worked with real examples of
is released.
support/issues managed as they arose so far.
Positive feedback from practices for CCG and ICP support but
Develop Cheshire plan for implementation of seasonal plans,
mindful of new asks nationally.
including flu and covid boosters
Support PCNs in developing plans for recruitment of ARRS roles
Review of enhanced services underway with aim to develop
consistent models of service delivery, and associated funding, across
Cheshire
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Active Risks
Objectives:
00141
Risk Owner

Executive Lead

Responsible Committee

Chris Leese

Neil Evans

Primary Care Commissioning
Committee

Ability of CCG to support primary care/systems and delivery of key
projects
Risk Category
CCG primary care teams operational ability in terms of increased workload, system and pc 'asks' and delivery of key projects being
affected by team capacity

Risk Rating

Risk Score History

Likelihood x Impact

Rationale Current Score

Score

Original

3

3

9

Current

3

3

9

Appetite

Date Added

28/06/2021

Target Date
Risk Closure

Current Controls (What are we currently doing
about the risk?)

Gaps In Control

Tie in with overall CCG od programme - monitored via Primary Care It is difficult to predict any future work that may come to the team
internal structures
due to covid -eg booster programme support - so this risk needs to
be monitored carefully.Additional resourcing may have to be
brought into the team

Mitigation Action (What have we done/what more
can we do)

Assurances (How do we know if things are having
a positive effect?)

Reporting and overseeing structures in place, staff/team linked into Currently key projects on track but this is dependant on any future
overall OD and wellbeing offer
work that may come to the team as a national ask/must do
Promotion of wellbeing and training offers
Development of future commissioning models as part of
implementation of ICS White Paper
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PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
22nd July 2021
Agenda Item: 2.2
Title
Primary Care Commissioning and Contracting Update
Author
Christopher Leese, Associate Director of
Primary Care

Contributors
Janet Kenyon, Assistant Director of Medicines, Strategy
and Optimisation
Laura Jones, Primary Care Support Manager
Stephen Hilditch, Primary Care Accountant

Dom Auty, Senior Business Intelligence Analyst
Report Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director plus Finance if applicable)
Neil Evans, Director of Planning and Performance
Date submitted

1st July 2021

Key Issues and considerations
The Primary Care Commissioning and Contracting Update is a regular agenda item to update the
Committee of key aspects of the work of the primary care commissioning and contracting team.
The paper is by exception and contains a general update for information only in relation to Primary
Care Contracting and Commissioning, this is in Section 1
This update however also contains 2 areas for approval by the Committee:• The CCG approach to Structured Medication Reviews under the Primary Care Network Directed
Enhanced Services (Section 2 of the Report)
• Extension of APMS (Alternative Provider of Medical Services) contracts (Section 3 of the report)

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is are asked to:- Note the updates in respect of Primary Care Commissioning and Contracting.
- Approve the recommendation to use NHS Pathways SMR Live tool for prioritisation and to enable
workforce planning.
- Approve the extension of APMS contracts with Northgate Surgery and CWP until March 2023.

1

Primary Care Contracting (Issues by exception) For noting by the Committee
1.1

Sandiway Branch Surgery – The proposed closure application from Danebridge Medical
Practice is a separate agenda item which will be discussed later in the meeting.

1.2

QOF (Qualities and Outcomes Framework) – The process of approval is complete for
2020-21 QOF,with all practices having signed off their achievement levels under the
relevant national guidance, and related protected income that covered the QOF points
for 2020/2021. Further information is given in the Finance Update on the Committee
agenda. As reported at the last Committee meeting, for 2021/2022 QOF year reporting
and achievement has been restored and this was agreed nationally.

1.3

The CCG has continued to support all Practices, in conjunction with colleagues within
the ICPs (Integrated Care Partnerships) as they continue to provide the Enhanced
Service for Covid19 Vaccinations, as well as providing primary medical services in line
with the current national SOP (Standard Operating Procedure) for Primary Care.
Restoration and recovery of Primary Care continues largely to be determined nationally
and the CCG is supporting implementation of these national asks.
The national SOP was updated on 20th May and is given below ;
https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/wp-content/uploads/sites/52/2020/03/C1288COVID-19-SOP-GP-practice-v4.3_May-2021.pdf
A covering letter summarising the national expectation(s) for the CCG and Practices is
also given below;
https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/wp-content/uploads/sites/52/2020/03/B0497GP-access-letter-May-2021-FINAL.pdf

1.4

An update to the GP’s National Contract was provided on 17th June 2021 and the full
information is given in the link below;
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/C1302-Update-to-GP-contractarrangements-for-2021-22-.pdf
In summary;
•

NHS England can now confirm that it will provide further funding for PCN Clinical
Director support for the period from July to September 2021.

•

NHS England is offering practices the voluntary opportunity to participate in two new
enhanced services from 1 July, backed by up to £50m of wholly additional funding for
2021/22 – Weight Management and Long Covid.
These Enhanced Services have now been offered to each GP Practice in Cheshire
in line with the national specifications. Those specification are given below ;
https://www.england.nhs.uk/publication/enhanced-service-specification-long-covid2021-22/
https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/B0699-ess-weightmanagement-21-22.pdf

•

The continued national expectation that primary care services are ‘restored’ in line
with national asks
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1.5

In line with the support expected for Primary Care during the current time and within
local discretion, the CCG has agreed to continue the suspension of non urgent reporting
related to Local Enhanced Services until end of March 2022. Nationally commissioned
delegated services such as core GMS and PMS contracts, Directed Enhanced Services
and QOF are subject to national oversight and agreement and the CCG does not have
the same flexibilities in this respect.

1.6

All Practices have now been allocated and paid the further national funding in relation to
Covid Support, to support restoration and recovery activities. This fund was topped up
following a previous, earlier allocation and more details can be found in the national
letter below. The spend and reporting in line with this guidance is light touch and based
around the areas in the letter that support usual care delivery continuity.
https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/wp-content/uploads/sites/52/2021/03/C1216SUPPORTING-GENERAL-PRACTICE-ADDITIONAL-120m-FUNDING-FOR-APRILSEPTEMBER-2021.pdf
For Cheshire Practices the resultant payments is given below ;

NHS CHESHIRE CCG

GENERAL COVID
CAPACITY EXPANSION FUND 2021/22
PRACTICE NAME

WEIGHTED
LIST SIZE

£1.86
PER WEIGHTED
HEAD OF
POPULATION

01.01.21

£1,496,600

NANTWICH & RURAL PCN
N81010

NANTWICH HEALTH CENTRE

7,104

£13,195

N81047

THE KILTEARN MEDICAL CENTRE

13,559

£25,186

N81614

WRENBURY SURGERY

5,069

£9,415

N81090

TUDOR SURGERY

4,688

£8,707

N81001

AUDLEM MEDICAL PRACTICE

6,117

£11,361

36,536

£67,863

SMASH PCN
N81032

ASHFIELDS PRIMARY CARE CENTRE

26,625

£49,454

N81039

OAKLANDS MEDICAL CENTRE

11,240

£20,877

N81642

WATERS EDGE MEDICAL CENTRE

4,577

£8,502

N81008

THE CEDARS MEDICAL CENTRE

10,820

£20,097

N81111

MEREPARK MEDICAL CENTRE

6,502

£12,077

N81071

GREENMOSS MEDICAL CENTRE

5,163

£9,589

N81043

HASLINGTON SURGERY

6,247

£11,604

71,173

£132,200

EAGLEBRIDGE PCN
N81016

MILLCROFT MEDICAL CENTRE

27,773

£51,586

N81053

EARNSWOOD MEDICAL CENTRE

16,311
44,084

£30,298
£81,884

14,635

£27,184

GHR PCN
N81068

GROSVENOR MEDICAL CENTRE
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N81044

HUNGERFORD MEDICAL CENTRE

10,298

£19,128

N81084

ROPE GREEN MEDICAL CENTRE

19,276

£35,804

44,209

£82,115

WINSFORD PCN
N81024

SWANLOW MEDICAL CENTRE

11,426

£21,223

N81127

WEAVER VALE SURGERY

9,158

£17,011

N81123

WILLOW WOOD SURGERY

6,777

£12,588

N81040

HIGH STREET MEDICAL CENTRE

6,495

£12,064

N81074

LAUNCESTON CLOSE SURGERY

5,344

£9,926

39,201

£72,813

NORTHWICH PCN
N81067

OAKWOOD MEDICAL CENTRE

8,850

£16,438

N81087

DANEBRIDGE MEDICAL CENTRE

25,480

£47,327

N81051

WEAVERHAM SURGERY

7,969

£14,802

N81061

WITTON STREET SURGERY

8,780

£16,308

N81113

MIDDLEWICH ROAD SURGERY

7,096

£13,181

N81055

WATLING MEDICAL CENTRE

7,721

£14,341

N81025

FIRDALE MEDICAL CENTRE

8,961

£16,644

74,856

£139,041

CHAW PCN
N81002

KENMORE MEDICAL CENTRE

11,930

£22,159

N81033

ALDERLEY EDGE MEDICAL CENTRE

8,486

£15,763

N81069

CHELFORD SURGERY

5,021

£9,326

N81070

HANDFORTH HEALTH CENTRE

9,691

£18,000

N81086

WILMSLOW HEALTH CENTRE

10,982

£20,399

Y05750

DAVID LEWIS MEDICAL PRACTICE

98

£183

46,209

£85,830

CHOC PCN
N81027

READESMOOR GROUP PRACTICE

14,373

£26,698

N81052

LAWTON HOUSE SURGERY

11,855

£22,021

N81077

HOLMES CHAPEL HEALTH CENTRE

12,991

£24,130

N81118

MEADOWSIDE MEDICAL CENTRE

7,977

£14,817

47,197

£87,666

24,296

£45,128

24,296

£45,128

KNUTSFORD PCN
N81049

KNUTSFORD MEDICAL PARTNERSHIP
MACCLESFIELD PCN

N81013

HIGH STREET SURGERY

7,621

£14,155

N81029

SOUTH PARK SURGERY

13,006

£24,157

N81062

CUMBERLAND HOUSE

15,447

£28,692

N81085

PARK LANE SURGERY

9,397

£17,454

N81088

PARK GREEN HOUSE

11,230

£20,860

N81632

BROKEN CROSS SURGERY

5,097

£9,468

Y02045

VERNOVA HEALTH CARE

5

£9

61,802

£114,794
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N81022

MIDDLEWOOD PCN
MIDDLEWOOD PARTNERSHIP

33,707

£62,609

33,707

£62,609

FRODSHAM, HELSBY & ELTON PCN
N81030

PRINCEWAY SURGERIES-THE KNOLL

19,095

£35,468

N81005

HELSBY HEALTH CENTRE

10,225

£18,992

29,319

£54,459

RURAL ALLIANCE PCN
N81624

THE VILLAGE SURGERIES GROUP

9,543

£17,726

N81038

LAUREL BANK SURGERY

8,924

£16,575

N81006

BUNBURY MEDICAL PRACTICE

5,920

£10,996

N81120

KELSALL MEDICAL CENTRE
DRS ADEY & DANCY/ TARPORLEY
HEALTH CENTRE
PARK ROAD/ TARPORLEY HEALTH
CENTRE

5,370

£9,975

6,820

£12,667

9,063

£16,835

45,640

£84,774

N81031
N81018

CHESTER CENTRAL PCN
N81102

FOUNTAINS MEDICAL PRACTICE

3,847

£7,146

N81121

NORTHGATE VILLAGE SURGERY

7,059

£13,112

N81079

9,561

£17,759

N81080

THE ELMS MEDICAL CENTRE
UPPER NORTHGATE STREET MEDICAL
CENTRE

8,432

£15,663

N81081

GARDEN LANE MEDICAL CENTRE

9,771

£18,149

N81655

ST WERBURGHS

300

£558

38,970

£72,385

CHESTER SOUTH PCN
N81082

CITY WALLS MEDICAL CENTRE

17,502

£32,509

N81101

THE HANDBRIDGE MEDICAL CENTRE

7,396

£13,738

N81115

LACHE HEALTH CENTRE

6,838

£12,700

N81626

WESTERN AVENUE MEDICAL CENTRE

4,345

£8,071

36,081

£67,018

ONE ELLESMEREPORT PCN
N81093

WHITBY GROUP PRACTICES

17,404

£32,327

N81050

GREAT SUTTON MEDICAL CENTRE

20,492

£38,063

N81092

HOPE FARM

12,549

£23,310

N81117

OLD HALL SURGERY

5,890

£10,940

N81607

WESTMINSTER SURGERY

3,475

£6,454

N81063

YORK ROAD GROUP PRACTICE

12,311

£22,866

72,120

£133,959

NESTON & WILLASTON PCN
N81060

NESTON SURGERY

10,136

£18,827

N81125

NESTON MEDICAL CENTRE

8,291

£15,399

Y04664

THE WILLASTON SURGERY

4,957

£9,208

23,384

£43,434

9,876

£18,343

CHESTER EAST PCN
N81046

PARK MEDICAL CENTRE
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1.7

N81009

HEATH LANE MEDICAL CENTRE

7,563

£14,047

N81034

BOUGHTON HEALTH CENTRE

12,517

£23,250

N81100

UPTON VILLAGE SURGERY

6,992

£12,987

36,947

£68,627

805,732

£1,496,600

Primary Care Planning Guidance
As reported at the last Committee meeting the Primary Care Programme Plan has now
been agreed internally and a link to the presentation that contains the overall plan is
given below which was reported to PDG (Programme Delivery Group) in June.
This continues to be managed within the CCG Progamme Management framework and
contains the approach to restoration and recovery in line with the National Planning
Guidance and national contractual requests to practices.
At the September meeting of PDG there will be an update on this which will be reported
to Strategic Commissioning Committee as well as the Primary Care Committee.

Primary Care
Programme Plan.pptx

To support some of this work, the Business Intelligence Team have produced the
following graph which shows all GP practice activity split by financial year for the
previous 3 years and current year to date (excluding DNA’s ‘do not attends). Further
breakdown including virtual/face-to-face appointments is unavailable due to differences
in the way appointment slots are recorded by each practice.

In summary ;
• Activity levels in 2018/19 and 2019/20 were broadly similar across each month.
• In comparison to activity levels in Q1 2019/20, there was a 37% decrease for Q1 in
2020/21.
• Comparing Q1 in 2021/22 with Q1 in 2019/20, there has been an increase in activity
of 18%.
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Further work is underway to support all metrics requested as part of the Planning
Guidance reporting requirements.
1.8 Phase 3 Guidance
NHS England recently released further information in respect of the expected approach
to Phase 3 of the Covid-19 Vaccination Programme.
https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/wp-content/uploads/sites/52/2021/07/C1327covid-19-vaccination-autumn-winter-phase-3-planning.pdf
This letter includes reference to the role of General Practice and the CCG is currently
awaiting further, more detailed, guidance for practices in this respect, due later in July.
2

PCN (Primary Care Network) DES (Directed Enhanced Service) – Structured Medical
Reviews – For Approval
2.1 The Primary Care Network Directed Enhanced Service provides guidance on the
delivery of structured medication reviews (SMRs) and medicines optimisation and notes
the key roles that the Clinical Pharmacists and Pharmacy Technicians recruited via the
Additional Roles Reimbursement Scheme will play in delivering SMRs and leading on
medicines optimisation.
2.2 NHS Cheshire CCG Medicines Strategy and Optimisation Team colleagues have
worked with practice and PCN colleagues to develop an options appraisal to provide a
framework for prioritisation of patients to be offered an SMR and indicate a reasonable
volume of such reviews to be delivered.
2.3 The proposed options were discussed at the Primary Care Operational Group, at the
Cheshire West PCN (Primary Care Network) Clinical Directors Strategic Meeting and at
the Cheshire East PCN Clinical Directors meeting. These groups supported the
recommended option of using the NHS Pathways SMR Live tool to proactively identify
patients for review and to determine a priority case load and total case load of reviews
to work towards.
2.3 The LMC considered the proposals and raised concerns about capacity and the
potential of a target-driven approach to destabilise some practices.
2.4 The Primary Care Committee is asked to :
• Approve the recommendation to use NHS Pathways SMR Live tool for prioritisation
and to enable workforce planning,
2.5 It should be noted that the Medicines Strategy and Optimisation Team will monitor the
volume of reviews completed to enable sharing of best practice and provision of support
to practices and PCNs, and gain assurance that all reasonable efforts are being made
to reach an appropriate level of capacity in line with the PCN DES guidance In addition
it should be noted that this light touch approach does not include incentive payments or
possible sanctions based on the volume of structured medication reviews completed,
and is intended to be enabling and supportive of primary care.

3.

Extension of APMS (Alternative Provider Medical Services) Contracts
Due to the impact of Covid 19 and the suspension of non-urgent activity the CCG has not
been able to undertake a full procurement for the contracts listed in the table below.
Pending any national future guidance on procurement the CCG is therefore planning
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contract extensions as set out in the table below and asks the committee to approve this
proposal. This is consistent with the Cabinet Office Procurement Policy Notice (PPN 01/20)
regarding extending or modifying a contract during its term Regulation 72(1). Subject to
approval from the committee the CCG would follow the requirements of our Procurement
Policy including issuing a voluntary ex-ante transparency (VEAT) notice along with a ten
day standstill period prior to the contract award. A contract award notice would then be
placed in the Official Journal of the European Union and Contracts Finder.
This will help to ensure stability and continuation of services for registered patients and for
the PCNs and Practices involved to be able to focus on the recovery and restoration of
service delivery and the Covid 19 Enhanced Service Vaccination programme in line with
national asks.
The Primary Care Committee are asked to
• Approve to the following contract extensions of APMS contracts pending any further
Guidance in respect of this:
APMS GP
Practice

Provider

Contract
Value

Contract
Start Date

Willaston
Surgery
Westminster
Surgery
Old Hall
Surgery
St Werburgh’s

CWP

Cost &
Volume
Cost &
Volume
Cost &
Volume
£279,424

01/12/2017

Current
Contract
End Date
30/11/2021

01/12/2015

31/03/2022

01/09/2019

31/08/2023

01/04/2011

31/03/2022

CWP
CWP
Northgate
Medical
Centre

Proposed Plan

Contract extension
until 31/03/2023
Contract extension
until 31/03/2023
Maintain as is
Contract extension
until 31/03/2023
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PRIMARY CARE COMMISSIONING COMMITTEE
22nd July 2021
Agenda item: 2.3
(Submitted to Primary Care Operations & Quality Group in May 2021 for review prior
to submission to Primary Care Commissioning Committee).

Paper Title

Garden Lane Medical Centre (GLMC) Boundary Change
Request

Purpose of paper / report
To obtain Primary Care Commissioning Committee approval for a patient boundary
change request for Garden Lane Medical Centre
Outcome
Required:

Approve

 Ratify

Decide

Endorse

For
information

Summary
This report is to update the Primary Care Commissioning Committee members around a potential
change to Garden Lane Medical Centre’s boundary.
Under part B of the Primary Medical Care Policy and Guidance Manual (PGM) section 7.14
Boundary Changes:
7.14.1 There may be circumstances when a contractor wishes to change their main practice
boundary to either expand or contract the practice area for new registrations due to new
redevelopment, local authority compulsory purchase schemes and/or road developments.
7.14.2 Most practices will also have within their contracts a defined outer boundary to allow those
patients, who move home a relatively short distance outside of the main boundary and who would
prefer to stay with their existing practice with whom they may have a well-established relationship,
to remain registered.
7.14.3 For the purposes of service provision, the full range of contractual services must be made
available to those patients registered with the practice within the outer boundary and the outer
boundary area must be treated as part of the practice’s contracted area.
7.14.4 Any changes to the practice area (main and outer boundary) must be considered a variation
to the contract and the definitions of these areas amended under a variation notice. The contractor
must notify the Commissioner of its intent to vary its area in writing setting out the reasons for the
change and full details of the proposed practice area, with any additional supporting evidence that
may assist the Commissioner in reaching its decision (a template application notice is set out in
Annex 13 Appendix 1).
Garden Lane Medical Centre is a medium sized GP practice in Chester City locality with a patient
population of 10,198 (11,194 weighted). As the practice is based in Garden Lane, Chester, it has
historically focused on the student population that reside in that area and attend Chester University
and for this reason the practice submitted an application in 2019 to reduce its boundary to exclude
Blacon and surrounding area and focus on the densely populated student cohort,

which was approved at the December 2019 West Cheshire CCG Primary Care Operational Group
(Appendix 4). Detailed below in the report are various reasons why the practice is now requesting
to revoke the 2019 decision and request the inclusion of a small part of Blacon, CH1 5 postcode,
within their practice boundary going forwards (Appendix 5).
• The practice approached the CCG in 2019 to reduce its boundary in order to focus on the
student population. At the time the practice also had a GP on long term sick and struggled to
backfill that post due to a lack of Locum GPs (that GP has since retired and has now been
replaced with a GP partner). After the reduction of the boundary the practice found a number of
patients that moved within the Blacon area wished to remain on the practice List but couldn’t
due to the boundary not covering that postcode anymore. (Had they stayed at their old address
they could have remained on the practice List but patients who then chose to move house are
requested to register elsewhere with a GP practice closer to their new address). The practice
has confirmed that moving the current boundary is preferable to creating an inner and an outer
boundary.
• In 2020 Covid-19 impacted on student attendance at the University of Chester with a large
number of students remaining at home and ‘Freshers’ not registering with a new GP in the city.
• The practice lost its care home patients due to the Care Home service going live which has an
ongoing impact on revenue.
• The practice has seen a steady decline in its patient List size since 2016 (Appendix 1a).
The CCG has engaged with neighboring practices in the City locality and feedback has been
positive and supportive of the potential extension to the GLMC boundary (Appendix 2 & 3).
Blacon is a deprived area of Chester and currently has one main GP practice, Western Avenue.
With the arrival of asylum seekers and Syrian refugees (re-settled via the Local Authority in to this
area) Western Avenue GP practice has been under pressure to provide often complex services to
this cohort of the population and it can only be a positive option to have an alternative practice for
patients to choose and attend.

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to approve Garden Lane Medical Centre’s
application for a change to their patient catchment area. This paper was taken to Primary Care
Operations & Quality Group May 2021 meeting where the decision to extend the boundary as
detailed above was supported.

Benefits / value to our population / communities
•

•

Increased patient choice of GP registration options for the area identified within the proposed
boundary extension.
Increased patient catchment area will support greater financial stability to the Garden Lane
Medical Centre, benefiting all of the patients registered with them.

Key Implications of this report – please indicate 
Strategic
Consultation & Engagement

Financial
Equality

Quality & Patient Experience
Legal / Regulatory

Staff / Workforce
Safeguarding

Report Author
Diane Taska
Primary Care Project Officer

Date of report

14th May 2021

Appendix 1 (Initial request) & 1a (Patient list size data)

Annex 13.pdf

Copy of Patients
Registered at a GP Pr

Appendix 2 (Letter of engagement with neighbouring practices)

GLMC Boundary
2021Final.docx

Appendix 3 (Neighbouring practice feedback)

Summary
Feedback.docx

Appendix 4 (Current contractual boundary)

Garden Lane Medical
Centre - current boun

Appendix 5 (Proposed boundary map)

Boundary (2).pdf
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Key Issues and considerations
The CCG is responsible for scrutinising and reviewing any requests for additional expansion in
Primary Care premises, alongside any innovative project proposals (included but not limited to
new builds etc.). There has been a need to develop a governance framework surrounding
these requests and/or subsequent onward approval in order to ensure transparency and equity
of capital investment.
To support this, a policy and subsequent added value test has been developed that looks to
score all non Business As Usual (BAU) capital requests for premises improvements. This will
allow for clear decision making and onward recommendations to the Primary Care Committee
in the future.
Governing Body Assurance Framework
N/A
Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Committee is asked to:
APPROVE the Investment Policy and Added Value Test
Delivery of CCG’s duties / strategies / aims / objectives
The policy will support a consistent approach to assessing and prioritising future expenditure in
estates in Primary Care.

Reason for consideration by the committee / governing body
Will it significantly affect or determine CCG priorities (and future commitments)?
Is it likely to be of significant public interest?
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n/a
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n/a

Y
N
N
Y/N
N
Y/N

Y
Y
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) was established in April 2020 following the
merger of the 4 Cheshire CCGs (NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South Cheshire CCG, NHS
Vale Royal CCG & NHS Western Cheshire CCG). With this, the CCG continues to have
delegated responsibility for Primary Care services and as such are responsible for the
commissioning and financial management of the Primary Care budgets, including the
management of expenditure related to Primary Care estates.

1.2

To support this, the CCG Estates team have developed a robust governance framework for the
review of capital investment business cases put forward by GP Practices and/or Primary Care
Networks. An investment policy and subsequent scoring tool (added value test) has been
developed through the Cheshire Primary Care Estates Group, including engagement with
Cheshire Local Medical Committee and NHS England and Improvement.

2. IMPLEMENTATION
2.1

The policy is attached to this paper and outlines the key measures that will be considered when
reviewing any future capital business case. Primary Care premises continues to be of vital
importance when considering the long-term requirements of Primary Care Networks as well as
consideration towards more innovative schemes such as Community Hubs/ Health and
Wellbeing Hubs.

2.2

To supplement this policy, a benchmarking exercise will also be undertaken to score GP
Practices from 0 – 200. The higher the score the more ‘fit for purpose’ a premise is. This will
help shape and formulate the list of local priorities both on an individual practice and wider PCN
level. Although there is an abundance of local data; the CCG are awaiting the outcome of the
National Data Gathering Exercise to fully expand on the parameters within the national
template to ensure there is a full picture of any premises related issues/concerns across
Cheshire. The benchmarking exercise, if prudent, can be submitted to a future Primary Care
Committee for assurance.

2.3

Additionally, the added value test will look to score each business case against a total
attainable score of 170. Each proposed project/business case must score above 90 by the
Cheshire Primary Care Estates Group to be acceptable for onward submission to the
Committee. It is noted that the most ‘modern’ premises still requires additional investment to
combat: patient population increases, clinical pressures, pressures resulting from ARRS
(Additional Roles Reimbursement Scheme), therefore the maximum target for each premises in
Cheshire is a score of 370.

2.4

The overall aim is to deliver modern, fit for purpose premises that cater to the clinical and
operational needs of Primary Care across Cheshire. The investment policy looks to formulate a
transparent decision making and approval process for any potential future schemes.

2.5

The process for submitting non BAU capital project/improvements to premises will be shared
with Primary Care following approval at the Committee.

2.6

When approved the document will be shared with General Practice so they understand the
policy and associated processes.

2.7

Should national premises directions, or associated guidance, change the policy will be updated
to reflect these changes.

3. RECOMMENDATION
3.1

The Primary Care Committee are asked to:
•

Approve the Investment Policy and Added Value Test

Primary Care Premises Investment Policy

Policy Version
Ratifying Committee
Date Ratified
Next Review Date
Policy Author

Version 1.2
Primary Care Committee

James Burchell
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) was established April 2020
following the merger of the 4 Cheshire CCGs (NHS Eastern Cheshire CCG, NHS South
Cheshire CCG, NHS Vale Royal CCG & NHS Western Cheshire CCG). With this, the
CCG continues to have delegated responsibility for Primary Care services and as such
are responsible for the commissioning and financial management of the Primary Care
budget, including the management of Primary Care estates.
1.2 With a move to an Integrated Care System (ICS) well underway, it is imperative to keep
in mind an important feature of this new way of working is the need for a ‘joined up’
thinking between health, social care, and the wider public sector to deliver new models of
care. The systematic move to this approach is likely to have a profound effect on future
funding and ownership models of GP estate.
1.3 Primary Care Networks (PCNs) were introduced as part of the NHS Long Term Plan.
Networks are based on GP-registered lists, typically serving communities of around 3050,000. They are small enough to maintain the traditional strengths of general practice
but at the same time large enough to provide resilience and to support the development
of integrated teams. Primary Care Networks support groups of general practices to come
together locally, in partnership with community services, social care and other providers
of health and care services. They are intended to create more integrated services for the
local population, improve quality of care and support the sustainability of general
practice. In total, there are 18 Primary Care Networks across Cheshire.
1.4 Primary care premises will need to be developed in a flexible way to consider future
demand, new technology and the bringing together of other community and care
services. We are currently linked into estates forums across Cheshire and the 2
Integrated Care providers (ICP) (Cheshire West ICP and Cheshire East ICP) as well as
feeding into Integrated Care System (ICS) wide estates discussions for Cheshire &
Merseyside. This ensures that sufficient recognition is given to schemes in primary care,
and with the development of integrated ways of working, particularly when
accommodating the expansion of the primary care workforce and new model of
workings. In addition, we have a close working relationship with GP’s practices within
Cheshire, as well as Cheshire Local Medical Council (LMC).
1.5 The CCG is reviewing and producing an updated premises strategy, and will ensure that
we consider the following:
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• What is the current standard of our primary care estate and does it meet all the
statutory and regulatory compliance?
• Is the current space utilised to its maximum efficiency?
• Does the accommodation have sufficient room to accommodate the expanding
Primary Care Network workforce, and are co-location opportunities considered in
any re-development?
• Is there sufficient funding set aside for premises improvements, expansion or new
build premises?
• Are opportunities for lease re-negotiations optimised?
• Will any future national premises directions address the barriers that face GPs as
property owners or leases and succession planning?
• Is there an increased demand on GP Services via new housing developments?
1.6 The CCG is delegated with scrutinising and reviewing any requests for additional
expansion in Primary Care premises alongside any innovative project proposals
(included but not limited to new builds etc.). With any decision made utilising this policy,
there should also be careful consideration to the National Health Service General
Medical Services – Premises Costs (England) Directions 2013. The funding mechanisms
and statutory responsibilities within the Directions are referenced within Appendix A
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_da
ta/file/184017/NHS__General_Medical_Services_-_Premises_Costs__Directions_2013.pdf
1.7 The quality, functionality, accessibility and sustainability of the primary care estate has a
significant impact on service delivery, community, patient and staff perceptions. The
CCG must ensure that it works with all relevant stakeholders to deliver appropriate
premises within an appropriate financial envelope.
1.8 This policy applies to all Primary Care premises developments and associated costs.
Any proposal that the CCG receives will be tested and measured against the key
performance outcomes as outlined within this policy.

2. PURPOSE OF THE INVESTMENT POLICY
2.1 This policy;
2.1.1 Sets out the governance process for all major capital projects and revenue
investments as reviewed and recommended by the Cheshire Primary Care Estates
Group and subsequently submitted to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee for
approval.
2.1.2 Details the rationale and test indicators that should be measured against when
reviewing a business case
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2.1.3 Should be used as a supplementary tool to the Cheshire Primary Care Estates
Strategy ambitions and strategic direction
2.1.4 Tests any application against four overarching key measures;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure 1 – Estates
Measure 2 – Opportunity and Requirement
Measure 3 – Cost and Financial Viability
Measure 4 – Contribution to wider strategic drivers and ambitions
Measure 5 – Technology and Innovation
Measure 6 – Risks to Services

3. SCOPE OF POLICY
3.1 This policy applies to all independent contractors holding a primary care medical
services contract looking to in some way alter core GMS/PMS arrangements via one
of the following routes:
• New Build
• Proposed Cavell Centre
• Proposed Integrated Hub
• Expansion within existing premises
• Changes to internal occupation e.g., increase in space used for GMS at
existing premises
3.2 The policy focuses on the long term revenue investments of premises requests
alongside and potential capital opportunities that look to increase the Primary Care
offer for the patients of Cheshire.
3.3 As a principle, it is essential that any proposed funding is in the best interests of
patients from the perspective of good governance and competition and represents
value for money for the NHS, as well as being affordable for the CCG.
3.4 Furthermore, any request should be in line with the Primary Care Network Clinical
and Estates Strategy and would look to be a long-term solution to any special and/or
capacity restraints that have been identified as part of an internal review
3.5 It applies only to those funds relating to the delegated operations of the CCG and will
not include areas that have not been deemed as GMS.
3.6 The policy will be reviewed annually

4. CURRENT BENCHMARKING PROCESS
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4.1 To enable a benchmark of the CCG estate, a set of investment objectives have been
established that will be integrated with the outcome markers of the National Data
Gathering Programme. This will demonstrate GP Practices Estate in a scored format
ranging from 0-200, A gold standard GP Practice will have as close to a 200 score as
possible.
4.2 Although some areas of Cheshire have Health and Wellbeing Hubs already
established; this does not reduce the potential requirement of future expansion
and/or a need to reinvigorate infrastructure to combat the ongoing requirement for
more and more clinical space.
4.3 For governance oversight, it is the ambition that any future non-BAU capital funding
requests whether it is small increases in GMS space or large scale new builds will be
taken through the Added Value Test and be scored. On the test, there is the potential
for a score of 170. A project must reach above 90 in order to be approved.
4.4 Subsequently, overall, GP Practice premises will be ranked from 0-370; the higher
score denoting a more ‘fit for purpose premises’.

5. ADDED VALUE TEST: MEASURE 1 - ESTATES
5.1 The CCG acknowledges the continued requirement to develop an ongoing ‘business
as usual’ action plan to address the current poor condition, performance and
underutilisation of some of the estate. The overall aim is to create a modern, fit for
purpose estate, steps to achieve this include:
•

•

Statutory Compliance of GP premises: implement a monitoring tool via the
six-facet survey programme review to ensure any compliance and statutory
issues are address
Utilise this document to consider ad-hoc estates proposal from
practices/PCNs with the specific intention of receiving capital and/or revenue
support for premise improvements not fundable under the Premise Directions
2013.

5.2 The CCG has therefore developed a BAU process that is an appendix to this
document
5.3 In addition to this, the National Data Gathering exercise has been reviewed in detail
in order to create a Red, Amber, Green (RAG) rating on GP Practices in relation to 6
facet and other statutory requirements on the premises. This is available upon
request to be extracted from SHAPE.
5.4 To complement this, the following should also be considered;
a) The capacity to deliver clinical services, at a practice and also within a PCN;
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b) Demand Management (Utilisation, population growth);
c) Patient Benefit and Workforce benefit;
d) Estates infrastructure
e) Large housing developments or urban village opportunities
f). Workforce planning data (succession planning)
5.5 The benchmarking exercise is to be completed following the outcome of the National
Data Gathering Programme.

6. ADDED VALUE TEST: MEASURE 2 – TRANSFORMATION AND PATIENT
BENEFIT
6.1 Opportunities must have a weighted value on the decision making process. Although
a premises may not be high priority; the potential long term gain should be
considered carefully and whether there is a time constraint or security of tenure issue
that makes the application more in need of approval. Opportunistic developments
must also be realised and scored.
6.2 The Board should also review the innovation of the application in relation to the wider
extension/refurbishment and/or new builds. It is imperative that Primary Care
services are integrated, fit for purpose and operationally able to make large scale
clinical model changes as national directive changes (e.g. COVID 19 Pandemic). The
premises overall needs to be future proofed to meet this demand.
6.3 The application should ensure that consideration has been made to any additional
roles, services to be implemented in Primary Care, long term ambitions (as per the
Board’s Primary Care strategy) and any Primary Care Network requirements/issues
that may be resolved as a result of the application

7. ADDED VALUE TEST: MEASURE 3 – FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
7.1 Dependant on the application, there is the potential to be either a capital, revenue or
both to impact on the CCG. It is important that the existing costs and future project
costs as a result of the project are clearly demonstrated
7.2 It is important to understand the long term repercussions of additional funding of any
application. Any savings elsewhere should be clearly demonstrated and/or mitigating
actions that can be taken e.g. ETTF, Section 106 or CIL.
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8. ADDED VALUE TEST: MEASURE 4 - CONTRIBUTION TO WIDER
STRATEGIC DRIVERS AND AMBITIONS
8.1 The 2019 NHS Long Term Plan, and previous reiterations of this with the GPFV and
Primary Care Network contract both identify the need for primary and community
care providers to work together even more effectively to best support the health and
well-being of our population. The Department of Health and Social Care priorities
include the development of a social care strategy to address sustainability, quality
and fairness.

8.2 As a PCN, there are a number of obligations to deliver the required services as
scoped within the PCN DES, to include:•
•
•
•
•

Improved Access in Primary Care
Structured Medication Reviews
Enhanced Care in Care Homes
Personalised Care
Supporting Early Cancer Diagnosis

8.3 As well as continuing to work within the Care Community to deliver the requirements
of future schemes such as Cardiovascular disease and Tackling Health Inequalities,
and other secondary care functions that can function seamlessly in a primary care
setting.
8.4 Alongside the PCN DES requirements, as per the long-term plan there continues to
be a need and requirement to better integrate community services into a primary care
setting.
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8.5 Due to the demands of clinical space, solutions for Primary Care have come at the
cost of in-house community services space. In some situations, this is the only option
for Practices, particularly GP owned smaller premises. There should be
demonstration of appropriate engagement with Community Services and other
Secondary Care partners to understand the impact on patients and if another
alternate solution can be reached.
8.6 Therefore, the application should be able to meet the requirements within the added
value test.

9. ADDED VALUE TEST: MEASURE 5 – TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
9.1 The board must consider whether the application innovates the way Primary Care
services are currently delivered; this might include a revised care pathway that may
require online consultation dedicated space and/or a unique triage system that would
enable a reduction in waiting area space for alternate use.
9.2 Alongside this, technological solutions should be used to mitigate impact on the
estates footprint wherever possible; any CCG commissioned solution not already in
place should be encouraged to be used to alleviate capacity concerns.

10. ADDED VALUE TEST: MEASURE 6 – RISKS TO SERVICES
10.1
There are several factors that may result following an application not being
supported; these should be worked through appropriately in order to understand what
the perceived impact will be. A significant concern remains the capacity within
premises to house the ARRS scheme new staff.
10.2
Furthermore, population growth and a continued decline in ability to provide
quality primary care services as a direct result of the premises should be considered
high priority for approval; wherein the application looks to directly deal with this issue
and mitigate.

11. APPENDIX A – ADDED VALUE TEST
11.1

See separate document
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12. Appendix B - INVESTMENT CRITERIA FOR RECURRENT AND NONRECURRENT FUNDING
There is an opportunity for contractors to apply for additional funding, both recurrent and
non-recurrent. Recurrent funding covers additional reimbursement costs for GP owned and
leased premises, valued by area and agreed by the District Valuer.
Non-recurrent funding would cover financial support towards professional fees associated
with a project. The non–recurrent costs that can be applied for differ depending upon
whether they relate to a GP developed premises or a leasehold premises.
The clauses below detail the discretionary costs that are eligible to be applied for:
As per the NHS General Medical Services-Premises Costs (England) Directions 2013,
where a contractor has a proposal for:
a) The building of new premises to be used for providing primary medical services;
b) The purchase of premises to be used for providing primary medical services;
c) The development of premises which are used or are to be used for providing
primary medical services (or for significant changes to existing development
proposals);
d) The sale and lease back of premises used for providing primary medical services;
e) The increase of existing floor area of premises used for providing primary medical
services which lead to an increase of a payment made to the contractor under the
Directions;
f) A premises improvement, which is to be the subject of a premises improvement
grant application;
and it puts its proposal to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee, (NHS
Cheshire CCG Primary Care Estates Group) as part of an application for financial
assistance, in respect of a detailed proposal paper, the committee must consider
the application.
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The Committee must not agree to fund any proposal in where:
a) A contract has been entered into, or
b) Work has been commenced or
c) Due process as set out has not been followed
If these are not adhered to the contractor forfeits the right to apply for non-recurrent
costs associated with the project, even if recurrent costs have been approved out with the
process detailed in this policy.
Where a contractor is relocating to a new premises (GP owned or leased) or has significantly
redeveloped a contractor owned property, they can apply to the CCG for discretionary nonrecurrent costs for professional fees and legal fees where associated with that development.
The criteria for the approval of non-recurrent costs in Part 3 of the NHS Premises Directions
2013 are:
Reimbursement of legal and other professional costs incurred in occupying new or
significantly refurbished premises where:
a) a contractor has procured newly built practice premises or refurbished existing
premises;
b) actual or notional rent payments are to be paid to the contractor in respect of
those premises by the Primary Care Commissioning Committee pursuant to the
Directions on completion of the building or refurbishment work and;
c) the contractor makes an application to the Committee for reimbursement in
respect of the professional expenses as below
The Committee must consider the application for financial assistance having regard,
amongst other matters, to the budget baseline of the CCG.
Newly Built or Refurbished Premises
Where a contractor has procured a newly built premises or significantly redeveloped an
existing premises, they can apply to the CCG for discretionary non-recurrent costs for
professional fees and legal fees where associated with that development.
a) The reasonable costs of engaging a Project Manager to oversee the interests of
and give advice to the contractor, up to a maximum reimbursable amount of 1% of
the total reasonable contract sum relating to construction or refurbishment work.
b) Reasonable surveyors, architects and engineers fees which taken together may
be paid up to a maximum of 12% of the total reasonable contract sum relating to
construction or refurbishment work.
c) Reasonable legal costs incurred by the contractor in connection with the purchase
of a site. This is on a case by case basis.
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The practice premises are, or are to be leasehold premises
Where a contractor is relocating to a new premises and will be a tenant, they can apply to
the CCG for discretionary non-recurrent costs for professional fees and legal fees where
associated with that development.
a) The reasonable costs of engaging a project manager to oversee the interests of
and give advice to the contractor, up to a maximum reimbursable amount which
is 1% of the total reasonable contract sum relating to the construction or
refurbishment work.
b) reasonable legal costs in connection with the agreeing of a lease or contract for
the lease. This is on a case by case basis.
Summary of Non recurrent discretionary reimbursable costs
GP owned and or Developed premises
Project Manager costs up to a
maximum of 1% of the reasonable
construction costs

GP is or will be a tenant
Project Manager costs up to a
maximum of 1% of the reasonable
construction costs

Reasonable legal costs associated with
the purchase of a site or refurbishment
work

reasonable legal costs in connection with
the agreeing of a lease or contract for
the lease

Reasonable surveyors, architects and
engineers fees up to a maximum of
12% of the total reasonable contract sum
relating to construction or refurbishment
work

MANAGING COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH PREMISES DEVELOPMENTS
The capital cost of new schemes or the improvement to existing premises may be funded by
the contractor or a third party. In each case where the accommodation is for the purpose of
fulfilling an NHS primary medical services contract, the capital cost is underwritten by NHS
rent reimbursement. For owner occupied projects the rent reimbursement is in respect of a
notional lease, for third party investment the rent reimbursement is via a lease.
The capital cost of new schemes or improvement to existing practice premises which is not
used for the purpose of fulfilling an NHS primary medical services contract will not be
underwritten by the CCG.
The CCG will work with contractors to plan and agree proposals for new developments in the
following stages:
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a)

Agreement in Principle –The initial proposal for a development will require
recommendation for approval in principle, from the Primary Care Estates
Steering Group.

b)

As described above, the Cheshire Primary Care Estates Group will consider
the project proposal and assess the priorities using the Application Test
Questionnaire. The practice’s funding application and outcome of the scoring
form part of the final recommendations to the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee.

c)

Contractors will be required to indicate whether they are likely to make an
application for rent reimbursement under cost rent, notional rent or actual
rent. CCG will consider applications under all these methods of
reimbursement.

d)

Contractors should indicate at this stage if they anticipate requesting
payments under the premises directions Part 3 and 4 and detail the basis for
such a request. Final agreement on payment of discretionary payments will
not be given until the cost reimbursement is approved by the Primary Care
Commissioning Committee.

e)

A proposal which is recommended by the NHS Cheshire CCG Primary Care
Estates Group would be expected to be for a specific site, but without building
design or service configuration. This will allow detailed proposals including
site identification and architects’ plans to be developed for the scheme.

f)

All developments proceed at risk prior to Primary Care Commissioning
Committee approval, without any financial consequence to the CCG.

g)

The CCG expects that proposals will move through the stages in a timely
fashion. Projects that take more than one year to progress will require
resubmission for renewal of the agreement in principle.

Approval by NHS Cheshire CCG Primary Care Estates Group
Schemes which have undergone detailed analysis will be put forward by the Estates Group
for recommendation to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee for approval. Qualitative
information received at this stage will include an update and consideration of risks
associated with the contractor’s application.
a)

Full financial analysis, site identification, District Valuer assessment, outline
planning approval, outline plans and drawings of the scheme will be required
at this stage. Funding sources and recurrent financial implications must also
be clearly identified.
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b)

Contractors are reminded that they should indicate at this stage if they
anticipate requesting payments under the premises directions and the basis
for this request. Final agreement on the payment will not be given until after
final project approval.

c)

The CCG expects that proposals will move through the process in a timely
fashion. Projects that take more than one year to progress between approval
in principle and detailed approval will require resubmission for renewal

d)

All developments will be at risk prior to Primary Care Commissioning
Committee approval without any financial consequence to the CCG

Approval from Primary Care Commissioning Committee
a)
Schemes will require the final approval of the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee prior to the submission of a full planning application otherwise the
project will proceed at risk and any associated costs will not be the
responsibility of the CCG.
b)

The approval of funding will be made in line with the submitted financial
analysis at detailed approval stage. It will be expected that the development
will be managed to completion within this allocation. No further allocations for
development or discretionary funding can be made following final approval.

c)

Contractors will not be expected to sign lease agreements prior to final
approval.

d)

In considering whether or not to grant approval, at each stage of the process
the Primary Care Commissioning Committee will require an analysis of the
risks associated with each project. The CCG may engage appropriate
professional support to inform the risk analysis.

e)

The Clinical Commissioning Group wishes to encourage contractors to invest
in new and improved premises. At present, limited recurrent funding is
available (at the discretion of the Primary Care Commissioning Committee) to
contractors in areas of investment priority. These finite resources should not
deter those contractors who wish to proceed with improvements to practice
premises.

f)

The CCG expects that all works are discussed with the CCG prior to
commencement in order to secure approval for changes to the approved floor
area.
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g)

Where the Primary Care Commissioning Committee has given approval to a
contractor for a scheme for new, improved or expanded practice premises,
the CCG may agree in exceptional circumstances, to support future recurrent
costs on a deferred basis.

h)

A contractor’s approved schedule of accommodation will detail the amount of
accommodation to be provided and give details of the growth in expected
patient list numbers (based on housing figures provided by Cheshire West
and Chester).

i)

A detailed schedule will detail the General Medical Services current approved
floor areas for rent / rates reimbursement.

j)

Where NHS capital has contributed towards the cost of the development, rent
reimbursement will be abated in accordance with the formula within the
Premises Cost Directions 2013. This applies equally to Improvement Grants
and monies from other funding streams such as Section 106 funding,
Community Infrastructure Levy funding, freed-up resources and grants
awarded by the Department of Health / Deanery led projects, or similar.

k)

Where contractors consider a reduction in the approved floor area, formal
approval of the Clinical Commissioning Group is required. The request will be
considered by the Cheshire Primary Care Estates Group and will take
account of the impact on the contracted services, patient pressure on the
accommodation, patient access and the ability to support the local
commissioning plans.

l)

The CCG will look to ensure that any investment is used to support the
development of those primary care premises that are assessed as unable to
meet a range of standards (HBN &HTM) in terms of healthcare premises.

m)

The CCG is undertaking an assessment of all practice premises and their
ability to meet standards for healthcare premises, as well as the capacity and
capability to support future patient and service growth. Those premises
considered most in need of investment and scoring a high assessment value
will be presented as a priority for investment.
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13.
APPENDIX C – NON-BAU PROJECT APPROVAL
PROCESS

Proposal Received
Requires more supporting
information

Estates and Capital Team
reviews and submits proposal

Estates and Capital team to
work with proposal
submitter to refine bid

Convene CCG Estates Group to
review and discuss
Assess each proposal against
Added Value Test and scoring
Refusal

Threshold of scoring criteria
met

Proposal returned to GP
Practice/ PCN with reasons
given

Taken to Primary Care
Committee for endorsement
and financial sign off
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14.

APPENDIX D– BAU PROJECT APPROVAL PROCESS

GP Pra c�ce/ PCN reques t for
BAU fundi ng (Premi s e
Improvement Gra nt)

• CQC Compliance
• Financial threshold
• Statutory/contractual compliance
• Best use of estate e.g. room conversion
• Fit with Premise Direc�ons 2013 (and any
future superseding statutory documents)

CCG nomi na ted l ea d revi ews
PID u�l i s i ng overa rchi ng
checkl i s t
Refusal

PID returned to GP
Pra c�ce/ PCN

CCG nominated lead reviews against
ﬁnancial impact (increase in rental
reimbursement)

Refusal

PID returned to GP
Pra c�ce/ PCN

CCG endorses PID and submit to
NHS England/Improvement for
funding support
Approval

Refusal

PID returned to GP
Pra c�ce/ PCN

GP Prac�ce begin works
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Annex 1

Added Value Test

Scheme: xxxx

No

Criteria

The application delivers the following:

Estates
Delivers the strategy as set out in the STP / ICS estates plan
Provides physical capacity and improves access for patients

1

removes security of tenure concerns
Facilitates site disposals
A priority within the PCN
Improves site utilisation

Transformation and Patient Benefit
Delivers service improvement/transformation and benefits patients
Delivers service capacity

2
Ensures compliance
Opportunity to develop
Improves Workforce Productivity

Financial Sustainability
3

Scheme impact on CCG finances
Scheme impact on Practice viability / sustainability
Wider System Benefits
Improves access to effective care
Increases capacity for Primary Care services out of hospital

4

Commits to a wider range of services as set out in the CCG's commissioning intentions to reduce unplanned admissions to hospital
Increases (GP/Nurse/Clinical) training capacity
Delivers the objectives set out in the Long Term Plan includin integration of community services.

Comments / Reasoning

Provide commentary

Enables delivery of other programmes

Technology and Innovation
Increases Productivity
Reduces the impact on the estates footprint

5
Maximises the use of technology to fully utilise the estate
Implements new pathways
Enables inter-operability across systems

Risks to Services - in the event the application is not supported

There is an immediate need to maintain and secure ARRS to support access to services for the local population, in the absence of other local services

7

The PCN has no capacity to deliver enhanced health services under ARRS
The current Practice premises are deemed to be unfit for the population of the practice / PCN, and the condition must be improved to accommodate the
Additional Roles
Population growth due to new housing development will be unmet by local PCN member practices
There are risks to the reputation of the NHS and the relationship with commissioners if the application is not supported

RECOMMENDATION - APPROVE / REJECT / REVIEW

Knutsford Primary and Community Care Project

Overall Objective
To improve the Primary Care Premises service at: xxxxx

Objectives
Provides physical capacity and improves access for patients
Delivers the strategy as set out in the STP / ICS estates plan
Delivers service improvement/transformation and benefits patients
Opportunity to develop
Maximises the use of technology to fully utilise the estate
Commits to a wider range of services as set out in the CCG's commissioning intentions to reduce unplanned admissions to hospital

Possible Constraints
Timing
Money / Resources
Apparent Need
Delierability

Benefit Criteria
Staff Environment/Safety/Experience
Accesibility of primary care services for patients
Strategic Fit
Optimum use of Public Estate
Productivity/Efficiency/Quality
Recruitment, Retention and Training
Timeliness/Deliverability/Buildability
Scheme impact on Practice viability / sustainability
Financial Impact
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Additional Description
What is environment/safety/experience like for staff?
How easy is it for patients to access the treatment/pathway they need and what does the scheme do to improve this?
To what extent does the solution meet strategic estates and service requirements?
To what extent does the Option make best use of public estate?
To what extent will the scheme promote integrated working at scale/productivity/efficiency and quality?
How would it contribute to the recruitment, retention and training of staff?
How quickly can the business case be approved and the corporate requirement delivered?
Is there an negative impact to Practice/PCN should the scheme not be approved?
Reduces the number of primary care buildings? Increases the number of fit for purpose Primary Care buildings? Improved
operational cost and efficiences?

2_4_3 Annex 1 - Added Value TestObjectives & Constraints

Knutsford Primary and Community Care Project

Assessment
Critical

Weighting
5

Very Important

4

Important

3

Highly Desirable

2

Desirable

1

Scoring
Assessment
Meets requirements / Very Good

Score
5

Meets most requirements/ Good

4

Partially meets requirements/ Fair

3

Meets a few of requirements/ Poor

2

Does not meet requirements/ Very Poor

1
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Knutsford Primary and Community Care Project

Criterion

Indicators

Staff Environment/Safety/Experience

What is environment/safety/experience like for staff?

3

Accesibility of primary care services for patients

How easy is it for patients to access the treatment/pathway they need and what
does the scheme do to improve this?

5

Strategic Fit

To what extent does the solution meet strategic estates and service
requirements?

3

Optimum use of Public Estate

To what extent does the Option make best use of public estate?

4

Productivity/Efficiency/Quality

To what extent will the scheme promote integrated working at
scale/productivity/efficiency and quality?

4

Recruitment, Retention and Training

How would it contribute to the recruitment, retention and training of staff?

2

Timeliness/Deliverability/Buildability

How quickly can the business case be approved and the corporate requirement
delivered?
Is there an negative impact to Practice/PCN should the scheme not be approved?

5

Reduces the number of primary care buildings? Increases the number of fit for
purpose Primary Care buildings? Improved operational cost and efficiences?

4

Scheme impact on Practice viability / sustainability
Financial Impact

Weighting

4

170
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Knutsford Primary and Community Care Project

Scoring
Option 1
To improve the Primary Care
Premises service at: xxxxx
Score

Weighted Score

Staff Environment/Safety/Experience

0

0

Accesibility of primary care services for patients

0

0

Strategic Fit

0

0

Optimum use of Public Estate

0

0

Productivity/Efficiency/Quality

0

0

Recruitment, Retention and Training

0

0

Timeliness/Deliverability/Buildability

0

0

Scheme impact on Practice viability / sustainability

0

0

Financial Impact

0

0

0

0

Total

Total of 150 points available
Threshold of scheme scoring 90 or more to be viable
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Report Reviewed by (Committee/Team/Director plus Finance if applicable)
Neil Evans
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08/07/2021

Key Issues and considerations
• Since April 2021, further work has taken place to progress the review of Local Enhanced
Services/Local Contracts with Practices across Cheshire. A stakeholder group has been formed with
representatives from CCG Programmes, Practices, the Integrated Care Partnership and the Local
Medical Committee. This group has met twice to discuss and influence the direction of the project
• The CCG Primary Care Team and stakeholder group has identified a key next step of asking all
Member Practices to review and prioritise which Local Enhanced Services are a clinical priority,
based on population needs, and whether these priorities would be best delivered at Practice, PCN
or wider / Integrated Care Partnership level
• In conjunction with this, the Primary Care Team will be working with communications, Community
Voluntary Sector Organisations, Patient Participation Groups and Health Watch to develop a patient
facing questionnaire that supports this prioritisation work
• The paper below summarises this progress and identifies next steps.

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is are asked to;
• Note and agree the action plan for the key areas identified
• Agree to provisionally schedule an extraordinary Primary Care Commissioning Committee to
consider any Business Cases associated with newly developed schemes in advance of approval
through the CCG Governance Processes.

Summary
Since April 2021, the Primary Care Team has been working to continue the progress of the Local
Enhanced Service Review.
Following initial consultation with GP Members, Senate and the Local Medical Committee, it was
determined that a Stakeholder Group was to be established to gain relevant feedback on the
progress of this work and to give direction as this project moves forward.
This Stakeholder Group has now been established, with representatives from CCG Programmes,
Practices, the Integrated Care Partnership and the Local Medical Committee in attendance. The
group has now met twice and has achieved the following outputs:
• Has set out the key principles of the review, namely that the end produce is to create a new
Contract Bundle that is equitable across Cheshire, contracted based on an outcomes Framework
with some elements to be delivered at PCN level.
• Has fed-back where consultation should take place as this review continues with members giving
updates and feedback to the meetings and forums they attend to spread the importance of this
work.
• And finally, the need to prioritise current schemes based on clinical need and population health,
ensuring that both the wider Membership and Cheshire patients are able to input into this
prioritization exercise.
This latter output has led to the creation of a “Primary Care Update and Prioritisation Matrix” (please
see link to this in Appendix 1) that has been sent out to all Practices in early July. It is hoped that
this can be reviewed, with the feedback helping to establish which are the clinical priorities for future
commissioning.
In addition, the Primary Care Team is looking to work with Communications colleagues, Community
and Voluntary Sectors Organisations, Patient Participation Groups and Health Watch to create a
“patient friendly” version of this prioritization matrix to get wider input into the consultation.
It is likely that this consultation will happen over a six week period. Therefore the outcomes and
feedback from it will be available in mid-August. Once this is received, it will allow the CCG to
understand:
• What priorities are already commissioned across Cheshire and call be rolled-out as part of a new
Cheshire wide Bundle.
• Of these, which can be rolled-out quickly based on national best practice, up to date clinical
guidance and agreed finances working with the Stakeholder Group.
• It is hoped that these agreed within the first phase of the project can be rolled-out for launch
during quarter 3 21/22.
• The remaining schemes that will form part of the proposed contract bundle planned to be ready
for roll-out at the beginning of the 22/23 financial year.

Due to the timeframes proposed above, it is likely that the next update, including business cases,
for schemes due for review by this committee will be ready in September 2021. It is therefore
suggested that an additional extraordinary Committee meeting is provisionally established to deal
with this and other time limited issues. This recognises that the formal approval of the scheme
would take place at either Strategic Commissioning Committee or Governing Body in line with the
committee Terms of Reference in relation to “non delegated” primary care expenditure, and the
value of any potential schemes against the CCG Standing Financial Instructions.
Appendix 1:
Local Discretionary
Contracts Review Upd
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Summary
• This paper aims to provide the Committee with an update and overview of how the Additional Roles
Reimbursement Scheme (ARRS) funding is being utilised within Cheshire along with providing an
initial understanding of current PCN workforce plans.
• The ARRS funding forms part of the national Primary Care Network Direct Enhanced Service, with
funding allocated to CCGs from NHS England to fund the work. ARRS funding is ring-fenced for
use as directed within the national scheme, with NHS England retaining any CCG underspend.
• Current spend forecasts predict an underspend against the CCG’s ARRS budget.

Mitigating
actions are required in order to ensure that this budget is utilised. This will support the expansion
of the General Practice workforce, leading to development of the Cheshire Primary Care Networks,
while also ensuring further improvements in General Practice services for the patient population of
Cheshire.

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Committee is asked to NOTE:
1) The current assessment of utilisation of Primary Care Network Direct Enhanced Service ARRS
funding to support and allow development of an expanded multi-disciplinary Primary Care workforce
within Cheshire.
2) An approach of closer support by the CCG and ICP staff in order to maximise spend against the
ARRS budget, with the target being to utilise the full ARRS budget, in line with scheme
requirements, within General Practice by the end of March 2022.
3) The intention to bring an update to the October 2021 Primary Care Committee meeting.

Update to the Primary Care Committee on the
Additional Roles Reimbursement Scheme
July 2021
Aim
This paper aims to provide the NHS Cheshire CCG Primary Care Commissioning
Committee with an update and overview of how the Additional Roles Reimbursement
Scheme funding is being utilised within Cheshire along with providing an understanding of
current PCN workforce plans.

Introduction
The Additional Roles Reimbursement Scheme (ARRS) forms part of the Primary Care
Network (PCN) Direct Enhanced Service (DES), providing funding into General Practice
for an additional 26,000 roles nationally with an aim of supporting and developing the
creation of an expanded multi-disciplinary Primary Care workforce. ARRS funding began
with the launch of the PCN DES in April 2019, with a commitment from NHS England to
expand the fund through to 2023-24. Funding allocation is at a PCN level, with each PCN
able to develop their own unique workforce plan to meet the needs of their local patient
population. PCNs can utilise the funding against a range of nationally agreed roles which
for 2021-22 encompasses the roles listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced practitioner (Clinical pharmacist)
Clinical pharmacists
Pharmacy technician
Social prescribing link worker
Health and wellbeing coach
Care coordinator
Physician associate
Advanced practitioner (Physiotherapist)
First contact physiotherapist
Advanced practitioner (Dietitian)
Dietitian
Advanced practitioner (Podiatrist)
Podiatrist
Advanced practitioner (Occupational therapist)
Occupational therapist
Trainee Nursing Associate
Nursing Associate
Advanced practitioner (Paramedic)
Paramedic
Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental Health Practitioner (band 5)
Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental Health Practitioner (band 6)
Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental Health Practitioner (band 7)
Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental Health Practitioner (band 8a)

Funding Allocation
Table 1 shows the ARRS funding at various levels – National, NHS Cheshire CCG, and PCN:
Table 1

High Level Estimations

PCN

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

Macclesfield

£53,942

£438,072

£761,032

£1,046,277.97

£1,438,504.86

Knutsford

£53,942

£172,363

£299,179

£411,667.94

£565,993.31

CHOC (Congleton and Holmes Chapel)

£53,942

£329,630

£581,184

£787,280.23

£1,082,414.49

CHAW (Chelford, Handforth, Alderley Edge and Wilmslow)

£53,942

£324,453

£569,013

£774,915.37

£1,065,414.32

Middlewood

£53,942

£245,770

£415,072

£586,990.01

£807,039.81

Nantwich & Rural

£53,942

£256,224

£449,904

£611,958.16

£841,367.98

Crewe - Eagle Bridge

£53,942

£311,896

£542,850

£744,922.93

£1,024,178.37

Crewe – GHR
SMASH (Sandbach, Middlewich, Alsager, Scholar Green and
Haslington)

£53,942

£306,662

£544,388

£732,421.83

£1,006,990.86

£53,942

£501,081

£876,428

£1,196,768.13

£1,645,410.52

Northwich

£53,942

£532,985

£921,776

£1,272,966.98

£1,750,174.66

Winsford

£53,942

£278,154

£482,717

£664,336.09

£913,381.27

Chester East

£53,942

£265,052

£454,967

£633,043.13

£870,357.26

Frodsham Helsby and Elton

£53,942

£205,808

£361,040

£491,545.58

£675,815.35

Chester Central

£53,942

£277,838

£479,880

£663,580.58

£912,342.53

Chester South

£53,942

£255,283

£444,296

£609,710.00

£838,277.04

One Ellesmere Port

£53,942

£511,942

£888,090

£1,222,707.08

£1,681,073.42

Neston & Willaston

£53,942

£164,148

£287,946

£392,047.67

£539,017.83

Rural Alliance

£53,942

£320,795

£562,014

£766,178.22

£1,053,401.80

£970,956

£5,698,156

£9,921,777

£13,609,318

£18,711,156

£110,000,000

£430,000,000

£746,000,000

£1,027,000,000

£1,412,000,000

NHS Cheshire CCG
National Funding

PCN Spend Year to Date
Table 2 shows the PCN spend (year to date) against their ARRS budgets:
Spend
Apr 2021

Spend
May 2021

Spend
Jun 2021

Total Spend
To Date

Remaining
Budget

Macclesfield

£36,209

£39,810

£37,034

£113,053

£647,979

Knutsford

£14,554

£16,275

£16,969

£47,798

£251,381

CHOC (Congleton and Holmes Chapel)

£14,954

£4,469

£5,880

£25,302

£555,882

CHAW (Chelford, Handforth, Alderley Edge and Wilmslow)

£16,741

£15,177

£19,123

£51,040

£517,973

Middlewood

£24,067

£24,342

Awaiting Claims

£48,409

£366,663

Nantwich & Rural

£21,418

£18,635

£18,500

£58,552

£391,352

Crewe - Eagle Bridge

£28,748

£32,268

£32,346

£93,362

£449,489

Crewe – GHR
SMASH (Sandbach, Middlewich, Alsager, Scholar Green and
Haslington)

£26,942

£27,083

£26,673

£80,698

£463,690

£51,997

£52,766

£53,000

£157,762

£718,666

Northwich

£60,502

£62,364

£60,520

£183,386

£738,390

Winsford

£14,903

£16,338

£18,896

£50,136

£432,581

Chester East

£26,552

£26,590

£23,364

£76,506

£378,461

Frodsham Helsby and Elton

£12,488

£11,945

£11,959

£36,393

£324,648

Table 2

Chester Central

£21,677

£22,288

£22,288

£66,252

£413,628

Awaiting Claims

Awaiting Claims

Awaiting Claims

£0

£444,296

One Ellesmere Port

£54,896

£56,569

Awaiting Claims

£111,465

£776,625

Neston & Willaston

£15,103

£15,589

Awaiting Claims

£30,692

£257,254

Rural Alliance

£35,530

£37,731

Awaiting Claims

£73,261

£488,753

Cheshire CCG

£477,280

£480,237

£346,550

£1,304,068

£8,617,709

Cheshire CCG Expected Spend based on budget / 12 months*

£826,814

£826,814

£826,814

£2,480,444

£7,441,326

Chester South

* Actual spend over 2021-22 Q1 has been lower than modelled when compared to a fair share monthly split over the year. This is as expected, with most
PCNs looking to recruit newly available 2021-22 ARRS role types in Q1 and maximise spend in Q2-Q4. Delays seen in the Mental Health Trusts being
able to progress recruitment of the ARRS Mental Health Practitioner roles has also impacted on PCN spend in Q1, with some PCNs looking to ring-fence
funding for these Mental Health Practitioner roles for use later in the year.

PCN Workforce Plans
Each PCN has been asked to provide an updated workforce plan outlining how they plan to utilise their allocated ARRS budget. Table 3 below provides a
high level summary of each PCN’s plan along with the CCG’s current assessment on whether the PCN will maximise spend against their ARRS budget.
Table 3 – Summary of PCN Plans:
PCN and Roles in Place
Macclesfield:
Pharmacy Technician x1
Physician Associate x1
Social Prescribing Link Worker x3
Clinical Pharmacist x6
Knutsford:
Clinical Pharmacist x2
First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Physician Associate x1
CHOC (Congleton and Holmes
Chapel):
Clinical Pharmacist x2

CHAW (Chelford, Handforth, Alderley
Edge and Wilmslow):
Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Clinical Pharmacist x3
Pharmacy Technician x1
Middlewood:
Paramedic x1
First Contact Physiotherapist x2
Pharmacy Technician x2
Physician Associate x2

Further Planned Role Recruitment During 202122

CCG’s Current Assessment of PCN Maximising
ARRS Spend

Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
First contact physiotherapist x1
Nursing Associate x1
Paramedic x1

Plan would maximise spend if recruitment occurs to
plan.
Expected slight underspend due to delays in
recruitment.

Further recruitment plan pending.

Expected underspend (but sight of further PCN plan
required).

Clinical Pharmacist x1
First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Paramedic x1
Mental Health Practitioner x1

Expected underspend (but sight of further PCN plan
required).

First Contact Physiotherapist x2
Paramedic x2

Plan would maximise spend if recruitment occurs to
plan.
Expected slight underspend due to delays in
recruitment.

Physician Associate x1
Pharmacy Technician x1

Plan would maximise spend if recruitment occurs to
plan.
Expected slight underspend due to delays in
recruitment.

Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Clinical Pharmacist x1
Nantwich & Rural:
Clinical Pharmacist x2
Social Prescribing Link Worker x2
First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Trainee nursing associate x1
Pharmacy Technician x1
Crewe - Eagle Bridge:
Care Coordinator x5
Social Prescribing Link Worker x2
Clinical Pharmacist x3
First Contact Physiotherapist x2
Paramedic x1
Crewe – GHR:
Clinical Pharmacist x3
Social Prescribing Link Worker x2
First Contact Physiotherapist x2
Pharmacy Technician x1
Care Coordinator x2
Paramedic x1
SMASH (Sandbach, Middlewich,
Alsager, Scholar Green and
Haslington):
Care Coordinator x5
Social Prescribing Link Worker x3
First Contact Physiotherapist x4
Clinical Pharmacist x6
Pharmacy Technician x1
First Contact Physiotherapist
Northwich:
Care Coordinator x8
Clinical Pharmacist x6
First Contact Physiotherapist x3
Paramedic x1

Further recruitment plan pending.

Expected underspend based on current plan.

Further recruitment plan pending.

Expected slight underspend based on current plan.

Further recruitment plan pending.

Expected slight underspend based on current plan.

Mental Health Practitioner x 1

Expected underspend based on current plan.

Pharmacy Technician x1
Physician Associate x1

Plan expected to maximise PCN allocation.

Pharmacy Technician x1
Social Prescribing Link Worker x3
Winsford:
Social Prescribing Link Worker x3
Care Coordinator x1
First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Clinical Pharmacist x1
Chester East:
Clinical Pharmacist x6
Trainee nursing associate x1
Pharmacy Technician x1
Frodsham Helsby and Elton:
Clinical Pharmacist x2
Pharmacy Technician x1
Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Chester Central:
Paramedic x1
Care Coordinator x1
Dietician x1
First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Pharmacy Technician x1
Clinical Pharmacist x1
Chester South:
Clinical Pharmacist x5
Pharmacy Technician x1
Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Trainee nursing associate x1
One Ellesmere Port:
Care Coordinator x4
Clinical Pharmacist x6
First Contact Physiotherapist x2
Occupational therapist x2
Social Prescribing Link Worker x3

Mental Health Practitioner x1

Expected underspend based on current plan.

Further recruitment plan pending.

Expected underspend based on current plan.

First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Paramedic x1

Expected underspend based on current plan.

Further recruitment plan pending review of
remaining budget later on in the year.

Plan expected to maximise PCN allocation.

Further recruitment plan pending.

Expected underspend based on current plan.

Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Mental Health Practitioner x1

Expected slight underspend based on current plan.

Neston & Willaston:
Pharmacy Technician x1
Social Prescribing Link Worker x1
Clinical Pharmacist x1
Care Coordinator x1
First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Rural Alliance:
Clinical Pharmacist x6
First Contact Physiotherapist x1
Social Prescribing Link Workerx2
Care Coordinator x1

Mental Health Practitioner x1

Expected underspend based on current plan.

Health and wellbeing coach x1
Mental Health Practitioner x1

Expected underspend based on current plan.

EXPECTED CHESHIRE CCG END OF YEAR POSITION
Based on the PCN spend to date, and current PCN plans, along with the delay seen in PCNs being
able to recruit into the Mental Health Practitioner roles, we are anticipating an underspend against
the overall CCG ARRS budget unless alternative plans can be put in place to utilise the funding.
The proposed mitigating actions are as follows.

MITIGATING ACTIONS TO BE IMPLEMENTED
1) Integrated Care Partnership (ICP) staff to support a review and update of workforce plans with
each PCN in order to utilise spend further. A template return is included (see Appendix 1) which
each PCN is asked to complete and use going forward as plans evolve. Use of the template by
PCNs and sharing of this information with the CCG will be vital if the CCG is to maximise spend
against the ARRS budget as we head into 2021-22 Q3 and Q4. Use of the template will allow
the Committee to have greater assurances on the PCN’s plans to maximise spend within year.
2) Cheshire CCG and the two ICP Places have initiated steps to look at other General Practice
roles, within the scope of the PCN DES specification, where current underspend can be utilised
to support GP practices, either within a PCN or across a wider ICP Place footprint.
3) The CCG Primary Care Team to provide an updated paper to the Committee at the October
2021 meeting, providing a more detailed breakdown and plan against the above proposed
mitigating actions. It is envisaged that the picture of spend at the end of Q2 will facilitate a more
accurate prediction of end of year underspend. This will give the CCG the required
reassurances against any alternative plans (which must conform to the requirements of the
national PCN DES ARRS specification) for the use of the ARRS Unclaimed Funding monies.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Primary Care Committee is asked to NOTE:
1) The current assessment of utilisation of Primary Care Network Direct Enhanced Service ARRS
funding to support and allow development of an expanded multi-disciplinary Primary Care
workforce within Cheshire.
2) An approach of closer support by the CCG and ICP staff in order to maximise spend against the
ARRS budget, with the target being to utilise the full ARRS budget, in line with scheme
requirements, within General Practice by the end of March 2022.
3) The intention to bring an update to the October 2021 Primary Care Committee meeting.

Appendix 1 – Example PCN ARRS Workforce Template to be completed by each PCN
PCH Plan Version Date:

22nd July 2021

PCN:

Example PCN

PCN ARRS Budget (2021-22):

£700,000

Role

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

Oct-Dec

Jan-Mar

Recruitment
2021-22 Q1
WTE

Recruitment
2021-22 Q2
WTE

Recruitment
2021-22 Q3
WTE

Recruitment
2021-22 Q4
WTE

Advanced practitioner (Clinical pharmacist)

Annual
Max
Per Role
£62,705

Roles in place
pre-April 2021
WTE
0.29

Clinical pharmacists

£56,829

3.64

3.64

£206,857.56

Pharmacy technician

£36,114

1.00

1.00

£36,114.00

Social prescribing link worker

£36,114

2.40

4.00

£144,456.00

Health and wellbeing coach

£36,114

0.00

£0.00

Care coordinator

£29,726

0.85

1.00

1.85

£54,993.10

Physician associate

£54,841

1.00

1.00

2.00

£109,682.00

Advanced practitioner (Physiotherapist)

£62,705

First contact physiotherapist

£56,829

Advanced practitioner (Dietitian)

1.60

WTE at
end
of year
0.29

Indicative
Spend
£18,184.45

0.00

£0.00

1.00

£56,829.00

£62,705

0.00

£0.00

Dietitian

£54,841

0.00

£0.00

Advanced practitioner (Podiatrist)

£62,705

0.00

£0.00

Podiatrist

£54,841

0.00

£0.00

Advanced practitioner (Occupational therapist)

£62,705

0.00

£0.00

Occupational therapist

£54,841

0.00

£0.00

Trainee Nursing Associate

£26,188

0.00

£0.00

Nursing Associate

£29,726

1.00

£14,863.00

Advanced practitioner (Paramedic)

£62,705

0.00

£0.00

Paramedic

£54,841

1.00

£54,841.00

Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental
Health Practitioner (band 5)
Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental
Health Practitioner (band 6)

£18,057

0.00

£0.00

£22,443

0.00

£0.00

1.00

1.00
1.00

Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental
Health Practitioner (band 7)
Adult Mental Health Practitioner / CYP Mental
Health Practitioner (band 8a)
Total

£27,421

0.00

£0.00

£31,352

0.00

£0.00

15.78

£696,820.11
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Key Issues and considerations
•

The Extended Access Services across Cheshire are continuing to be delivered by current
providers until the end of this financial year when the funding will transfer to Primary Care
Networks (PCNs) for 2022/23. However, West Cheshire PCNs have contacted the CCG to
suggest they would like to take over the delivery from October 2021. It is understood that delivery
is planned to transition from the existing provider Cheshire and Wirral Partnership, with each
PCN rotating staff to cover the required sessions from Monday – Thursday, and Primary Care
Cheshire (the GP Provider Federation) delivering a hub approach from Friday – Sunday and bank
holidays.

•

Primary Care Cheshire and the West Cheshire PCNs have calculated delivery of this model
based on receiving the full GP Access Fund and the Extended Access budgets, equating to £7.45
(£3.73 half year effect) per head from October 2021. Currently, these budgets are funding
“Additional Services” commissioned in West Cheshire to support Primary Care Access via the
Prime Ministers Challenge Fund. These Services were in place at April 2021, and based on NHS
England guidance, where possible, should not be removed when PCNs are facilitated to take
over the delivery of extended access in the PCN DES. However, the details of this national
specification has not yet been released.

•

Although this funding will not be transferred in the PCN DES until April 2022, PCNs should be
facilitated to “go early” to delivery this service if they are able to deliver in year.

•

The CCG is committed to funding the “Additional Services” (including Wellbeing Co-ordinators,
Physio and Mental Health First) until the end of the 2021/22 financial year (although some of the
services are currently out of contract).

•

The Project Delivery Group and the CCG Executive Steering Group have therefore been asked
to consider the best approach for this transfer to take place during 2021-22. Once a preferred
option has been developed a recommendation will be communicated to the Primary Care
Commissioning Committee for a decision.

•

In addition, a decision will need to be made as to the future commissioning of the additional
services currently commissioned within West Cheshire (and Alternative Solutions in Central).

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is are asked to Note;
• The actions currently being taken with the Extended Access Service via the Programme Delivery
Group and Executive Steering Group.
• That once a preferred approach has been made regarding Extended Access Services in West
Cheshire, within this financial year, the Primary Care Commissioning Committee will be asked to
make a final decision
• That once a preferred approach has been developed then the Primary Care Committee will be
updated

Summary
Due to the COVID Pandemic, NHS England has made the decision to delay the transfer of
the Extended Access service, and associated funding, into the PCN DES until April 2022.
However, CCGs have been encouraged to support any PCNs who wish to commence the
delivery of this service within the financial year.
The West Cheshire PCNs have notified the CCG of their intention to commence the
delivery of this Service from October 2021. The delivery model in essence, is PCNs rotating
staff to ensure the correct number of sessions are delivered (in line with the current
Extended Access DES) from Monday – Thursday, with Primary Care Cheshire delivering
the service Friday – Sunday and bank holidays. This means this service would transfer
from Cheshire and Wirral Partnership, who have on occasions struggled to find staff to hold
clinics. However, Primary Care Cheshire and the PCNs have calculated the budget to be
utilised to deliver this service based on the transfer of all current funding associated with
this service. Half year effect of this is £3.73 per head.
Funding within these budgets has previously been utilised to fund “additional” Services in
West Cheshire, namely, Wellbeing Co-ordinators, Physio and Mental Health First. There is
a similar situation in Central, with around £55k being utilised to fund “Alternative Solutions”.
Therefore, £329,731 is already committed by the CCG to these providers for the second
half of the year. If the full £3.73 were transferred to the West Cheshire PCNs and Primary
Care Cheshire, the CCG would face a cost pressure in year of £616,955.
This situation causes the CCG a number of issues:
•

This funding is due to be transferred to the PCNs in the DES from April 2022 –
therefore any cost pressure / decision to be made into the future commissioning of
these services would be inevitable at the new financial year

•

The CCG is encouraged to support PCNs in taking on the delivery of this Service in
year and the current provider, CWP, have at times struggled to ensure there is staff
to fill clinics. This new model is likely to lead to a better service for patients

•

The NHS England and Improvement guidance states that ideally any services
already in place should not be reduced due to the transfer of funding as part of the
PCN DES. However as the funding for this service was sourced from the original
extended access scheme and the associated service staffing was not included in the
original baseline for ARRS staffing further guidance is being sought from NHS
England

•

However, the additional services described are committed to until the end of this
financial year. These services are also demonstrating positive patient outcomes.
Therefore a decision over future commissioning of these services will need to be
made, and the potential for a cost pressure for the CCG in year considered.

A discussion around the appropriate transfer of funding and future commissioning decision
of these additional services is taking place at Programme Delivery Group and the
Commissioning Executive Steering Group at the CCG. Once this discussion has taken
place, this will be fed-back to Primary Care Commissioning Committee for a decision.

Please find full detail of finance within the Programme Delivery Options Appraisal in
Appendix 1.

Appendix 1:
PC- Extended Access
Options appraisal July
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Key Issues and considerations
Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to NOTE the contents of the report
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APPENDIX B – Supporting Information: areas to consider addressing when writing the paper
1.

MONTH 3 (JUNE) FINANCIAL POSITION
1.1

The purpose of this paper is to provide the Primary Care Committee with a summarised
overview of the Primary Care financial performance, for the period ending 30th June 2021.

1.2

At month 2 the CCG reported an overall year to date deficit of £6.970 million and a forecast
deficit of £9.922 million for H1, the first six months of the year. These amounts contain costs
funded outside of the CCGs allocation envelope, once they are removed the year to date
deficit reduces to £1.972 million and a breakeven position was forecast.

1.3

The table below details the position for expenditure within Local Primary Care up to 30th June
2021:

CCG Primary Care
Primary Care Charter/CQUIN/Caring Together
GP Care Homes Scheme
Practice Staff
Primary Care Networks DES
Primary Care Other
Primary Care Access Fund
GP Forward View
Primary Care IT
Primary Care-NHS COCH
Primary Care-NHS CWP
Out of Hours CWP
Out of Hours CCICP
Out of Hours ECT
Cheshire Care Record
Primary Care Covid-19 Costs
Vaccination Covid-19 Costs
CCG PRIMARY CARE TOTAL

Year to Date - H1
Budget
Actual
Variance
(£000's)
(£000's)
(£000's)
1
1,987
1,986
354
354
(0)
225
225
0
294
294
(0)
901
541
360
856
877
(22)
0
1
(1)
784
777
7
69
69
0
281
281
0
766
766
0
714
714
0
814
814
(0)
91
91
0
1,050
1,059
(9)
0
336
(336)
9,185
9,184
0

Forecast Outturn - H1
Budget
Forecast
Variance
(£000's)
(£000's)
(£000's)
3,973
3,973
(0)
708
708
0
449
449
(0)
588
588
(0)
1,801
1,728
73
1,711
1,756
(45)
0
0
0
1,568
1,574
(6)
139
139
0
561
561
0
1,533
1,533
0
1,429
1,429
0
1,628
1,628
(0)
183
183
0
2,099
2,099
0
0
578
(578)
18,370
18,926
(556)

1.4

The overall budget is showing an overspend of £0.556m forecast to the period ending 30th
September 2021. However, £0.578m relates to vaccination costs that are funded outside of
the financial envelope and therefore the CCG will recoup this in due course.

1.5

Delegated Primary Care to 30th June 2021:

Delegated Primary Care
General Practice - GMS
General Practice - PMS
Other List Based Services
Premises Reimbursements
NHS Property Services
Other Premises
Enhanced Services
Additional Roles
QOF
Other - GP Services
Delegated Primary Care Covid-19 Costs
DELEGATED PRIMARY CARE TOTAL

1.6

Year to Date - H1
Budget
Actual
Variance
(£000's)
(£000's)
(£000's)
0
13,583
13,583
5,340
5,270
70
0
56
(56)
3,040
3,057
(18)
0
0
0
98
147
(50)
1,823
1,673
150
1,488
1,073
415
3,023
3,006
17
52
96
(44)
0
0
0
28,447
27,963
484

Forecast Outturn - H1
Budget
Forecast
Variance
(£000's)
(£000's)
(£000's)
(0)
27,167
27,167
10,680
10,540
140
0
167
(167)
6,079
6,189
(110)
0
0
0
195
302
(107)
3,646
3,376
270
2,977
2,977
0
6,046
6,145
(99)
104
334
(230)
0
0
0
56,894
57,198
(304)

The table above shows a forecast overspend of £0.304m for H1, this is due to national
contracts costing more than the allocation the CCG receives for Delegated Primary Care.
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1.7

2.

COVID SUPPORT
2.1

3.

There is a year to date underspend at Month 3 of £0.484m, due mainly to expenditure
associated with Additional Roles Reimbursement Scheme (£0.415m) and is based on the
claims received from practices. However, since the end of July the CCG has received
£0.231m in claims relating to June. This can be seen in more detail in the Additional Roles
paper.

The CCG has received £1.497m for the extension of the General Practice Covid Capacity
Expansion Fund. The funding is being distributed to practices in monthly installments during
H1.

RECOMMENDATION
3.1

The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to note the contents of the

report.
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Key Issues and considerations
The paper serves to inform the Primary Care Commissioning Committee on the progress of the IT
Projects, funding and Investment for the period of 2020/21 at Primary Care level across Cheshire.
Alongside key points outlined within this paper are details of decisions made on continuing funding
and procurement approaches for existing services. This paper provides information of the financial
bids and subsequent projects that enhance the Digital footprint, cost savings and solutions that will
enable improved patient care in Primary Care.
The desired outcome of this paper is to provide a clear understanding of current ICT work across
Primary Care and highlight the continued investments supported by NHS Cheshire CCG.

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee are asked to ;
NOTE FOR INFORMATION – section 1 “Primary Care ICT Project Updates since the last meeting”.
These are not new requests for funding. These projects are coming out of the last years GPIT accruals
and been delayed due to the pandemic.
NOTE FOR INFORMATION - section 2 “Digital Innovations Bids” now approved.
NOTE FOR INFORMATION - section 3 “CSU ICT Contract Extension”.
NOTE FOR INFORMATION – section 4 “Online Consultation”
NOTE FOR INFORMATION – section 5 “Primary Care Contract Extensions”
NOTE FOR INFORMATION - section 6 “Primary Care Investments”

1.

PRIMARY CARE ICT PROJECT UPDATES SINCE THE LAST MEETING
We are providing this for information to the Primary Care Committee for assurance of work ongoing
since the last meeting. These are not new requests for funding. These projects are ones that have
subsequently been delayed due to the pandemic.
New but familiar face in ICT
Jade Wells the Supplier Relationships & Projects Manager is now on maternity leave and in the
interim Kevin Carbery has returned to the CCG to continue her work until she returns next year.
The CCG welcomes him back from working on the vaccination programme in Wales and hope to
make the most of his invaluable experience in supporting the transition to a new organisation in
2022. Kevin can be contacted at kevincarbery@nhs.net.
Clinical Systems Contract Procurement (EMIS & Docman)
There is a national directive from the NHS England that we need to re-procure Cheshire CCGs
GP Clinical system under GP IT Futures (Emis Web). The ICT team have met with the National
Procurement Hub to review the options and establish a working process.
The current contract extension to GP IT Futures expires in September 2022 and there is a
possibility that NHS England may agree a further extension to 2023. (To be confirmed). Until this
is ratified or otherwise, the CCG are looking to develop a joint procurement protocol with other
CCGs in the emerging ICP. This will minimise the level of activity required to support the
procurement and allow an easy novation process when the CCGs are retired and replaced by a
single organisation. The National Procurement Hub have said they are happy to manage this
option on our behalf.
The CCG are engaging with local clinical leadership to keep them abreast of the issues and
ensure that their wishes are being met.
New MLCSU Extended Support
As from Thursday 1st July 2021 the MLCSU IT Service Desk opening hours are 7:30am until
7:00pm, Monday to Friday, excluding bank holidays. The extended Service will enable users to
log requests to the MLCSU IT Service Desk who will provide standard first-time fixes and any high
priority escalations to the out of hours technical support service.
The MLCSU IT Service Desk will be closed on weekends and public bank holidays. The telephony
system will continue to route to the out of hours service for emergency support during this period.
EMIS Slow System Reports

The CCG is working closely with NHS Digital to understand current service performance
issues affecting all clinicians within Cheshire. As per advice from EMIS they will apply
multiple patches to the EMIS software over the next few weeks. CSU and EMIS are
working together to apply the patches to ensure that all GP practices have the latest
patches and receive an optimal service. The CCG will continue to work with NHS Digital
on a new monthly basis to ensure stability is maintained.
NHS Wi-Fi in Primary Care
NHS email users now have direct access to NHS Wi-Fi using their email credentials. The service
providers TNP have now upgraded Cheshire CCG practices Wi-Fi to allow users with NHS mail

addresses to log in with their email address, which will return a PIN to provide 12 months access
to Wi-Fi. Within that period a user can continue to use Wi-Fi without having to re-register.
Click here for the quick start guide.
NHS Digital Bids Allocation for 21/22
In June the CCG submitted two capital bids to NHS England for IT related hardware and services:
Revenue Stream BAU GPIT
GPIT BAU, Mobile Working, COIN Gateway Security Internet & Infrastructure Support £779,050
Revenue Stream ETTF GPIT
IT Server/ Comms Room Reviews & Repurposing of rooms within Practices £239,279
Digital First Primary Care Funding 2021-22 (Deadline for bid submissions is 2nd August 2021)
Cheshire & Merseyside have been awarded £3.007M REVENUE funding for 2021/22
To support the ICS, £1.5M will be allocated to system wide projects and £1.5m to CCGs for local
interventions
The local CCG allocations, based on fair shares, are £409k for NHS Cheshire CCG.
Some suggestions have been received and the CCG are open to supporting other Digital First
related ideas. The deadline is the 2nd of August to submit final proposals to Mike.Purdie@nhs.net
Current proposals include:
Telehealth Blood Pressure Monitoring
Go Digital Admin support
Ardens – a clinical decision support tool.
How2 training website development
An ICS digital approach for Hypertension encompassing BP@home (presentation attached)
Business Change support for the OCVC programme
ORCHA Digital Apps library
Digital Inclusion
Primary Care Investments
This is the current spend to date of a two year ICT rolling funding and investment plan. This
current £2.5m will be supported with an additional investment next financial year of Circa £1m.
The investment table below provides assurance of the investments made and the appropriate
areas, the ICT team continue to work with PCNs and their Directors on requirements.
The below investments are not part of delegated GPIT funding to the CCG and have required
separate Capital bids to NHSE / NHS Digital with a full Project Document detailing the ROI
(Return on Investment) which is done on a yearly cycle. It should be noted that the funding below
also includes deployment and project costs.
Project Name
ICT Service Desk Extended
Opening Hours
Online Triage Continued
Funding

Brief Project Description
Following feedback at PCNS meetings and discussions with PCN Directors,
the CCG has commissioned an extension to standard GPIT Funded Operating
hours to provide access to services from 0730-1900 Mon-Fri.
The CCG is providing further funding to cover the online triage solutions that
are currently contracted. This due to a delay in the NHS Digital release of the
GPIT Futures framework and catalogue where PCNs will then have choice of
services as part of a price per patient allocation (allocation not released by
NHS Digital at this point). The CCG have been advised not to enter into new
contracts until this is released, now expected June. The funding of £193k not
only funds practices current costs for 20/21 of .21p per patient but will also
release a payment to practices of any left over funding through current contract
agreements

Project Value
(£) Inc. VAT
£40,000.00
£193,000.00

Clarity (GP TeamNet)

Procurement of EMIS One
Template & Ardens Plus for
enhanced Practice
information

Hardware Refresh Vaccination Laptop
Deployment
GPIT Server Upgrade for
new windows 2019 Licenses

Technomed ECG Machines
for General Practice
Office 365 deployment

Shared SQL Server
Provision
Bar Code Scanners

Project Name

GP TeamNet is a web-based platform for sharing, exchanging and
collaborating in Primary Care Networks. It supports documents, training
information or contact details show up where they are needed with no effort by
the recipients. You can be alerted to changes but users will never need to file
them.
Current software and template provision looks at single condition pathways,
which results in fragmented care and the use of multiple templates within a
consultation. In order to move towards streamlined consultations and holistic
patient care, there are solutions available, which allow for localised
customisation including standardised templates, local clinical pathways, and
highlighting of local contract requirements.
For the purchase of 230 laptops in preparation for COVID requirements in
Primary Care including headset provision.

£125,240.00

NHS Cheshire CCGs and their Practices run a number of servers on Windows
Server 2008 or below which must be migrated to 2019 to ensure continued
support and effective cyber security. The end of extended support (the final
retirement date) was 14th Jan. 2020. At this point the operating system
became end of life and so no longer receives security patches from Microsoft.
Currently in the old south & vale footprints we have ECG devices and support
laptops in practices requiring a tech refresh, this it to enable continuity of
service, across 29 Practices.
The CCG submitted the N365 participation agreement and the NHSE PID in
July 2020 elements of the deal no later than October 2021.
There are two aspects to realising a full N356 deployment throughout the
General Practice
I. MS Office 2010 upgrade to Apps for Enterprise (Ensuring Docman
functionality for Clinical letters
ii. Data migration options for extend remote working
NHS Cheshire CCGs and their Practices run a number of servers on the
Shared SQL Server Provision, this needs to be upgraded to ensure Cyber
security compliance.
Purchase of 79 bar code scanners for;
* batch coding flu, pneumonia, shingles etc.* better accuracy in attendees
(some clinicians may forget to document during a consultation, whereas the
clinic letters can be gathered and then coded).* ease of auditing (having the
scanned lists available to check back on signatures etc.).

£56,181.00

Brief Project Description

Project Value
(£) Inc. VAT
£82,918.00

£191,000.00

£225,616.00

£85,832.00
£24,954.00

£62,000.00
£1,610.00

Multi-Site Unified Comms
onboarding (IP Phones)

Cheshire CCG have requested that a number of practices who have
expressed interest are on boarded to the MLCSU managed CISCO solution
known as the Unified Communications Solution.

West Cheshire Footprint
Automated Arrivals and Call
In Screens Project

West Cheshire Automated Arrivals and Envisage Coda Update (£250K) –This
project is intended to complete the strategic ambition of automated patient
check in systems across all Cheshire Practices. The former West Cheshire
CCG upgraded some of their check in and call in screens earlier on 2020 and
this project will complete the process for the remaining practices upgrading
them all to EMIS automated arrivals and envisage coda systems.
230 x OptiPlex 3080 Micro & Smartcard keyboard & 50 x HDMI to VGA
Adapters

£223,286.70

Deployment costs of 523 replacement PCs across Cheshire

£90,341.68

Consultancy Services for Primary Care Estates Projects

£32,400.00

Air Conditioning for Comms Room for Knutsford Medical Partnership

£2,189.57

3 Year Azure software license to support deployment and updates of N365 to
remote / home laptop users
Call recording on main line Practice number for quality and training purposes,
building on the back of next Unified comms (Telephony investments)
Extension of Intradoc LIC - 247 Licenses used in GP Practices, mainly East
CCG, The CCG has funded the contract gap as part of the transition delay to
GP Team net during COVID.27d/20/183 was 17 practices for 6 months and
27d/20/264 was an annual renewal commencing April 2021 - March 2022 for
12 Sites Practices.

£18,639.72

Hardware Refresh - Primary
Care IT costs Version 2 Part A
Hardware Refresh - Primary
Care IT
Consultancy Services for
Primary care Estates
planning
Server room Air conditioning
Insight - Azure
Redbox Call Recording for
20 Practice Sites
Extension of Intradoc
Licenses.

£134,563.20

£27,075.30
£16,558.36

Unified Comms SSL renewal
with MLCSU
PCN Websites

UPS (Uninterrupted Power
Supply)
Additional O365 licenses for
ARRS roles in PCNs

Renewal of SSL certificates which support the Unified Comms solution in
Cheshire Practices.
Development of an online presence for the 18 Cheshire Primary Care
Networks to allow the creation of a consistent core communications strategy to
both internal and external stakeholders, as well as encouraging cooperation
and collaboration across primary care.
A key aspiration of the Five Year Forward View (FYFV) is to deliver high
quality care underpinned by digital solutions in General Practice. This
investment aligns to the new O365 contract for all of Primary Care.
Consolidate and renew the existing Enterprise Search Licenses provided by
EMIS to the former South and Eastern Cheshire and Vale Royal CCG areas.
This is used by Practices, CSU, and meds management for Practice reporting.
Subscription Services Fees for Docman Connect at the Trusts - MCHFT ECT
& COCH for the transfer of patient clinical letters into GP Practices Docman 10
software.
Purchase of hardware to enable resilience in GP Practices against Power
failures
N365 ESA Primary Care licenses extend to meet strategic workforce plans
general Practice 21/22

Project Name

Brief Project Description

CDW Ltd N365 licenses
(x250) West Cheshire
Legacy Licenses
EMIS Enterprise Search
Cheshire CCG
Docman Connect - Clinical
letters into GP Practices

iPlato renewal
iPlato SMS bundle
Hardware refresh - GPIT kit 5
year refresh
Hardware refresh and
additional devices cameras, monitors and
headsets
Scanners Purchase
Wifi Survey

Lexacom Digital Dictation
Renewal
Wifi Aps Unit tech refresh

myGP Platform: Enterprise - One year Subscription SMS Application service
subscription renewal (this does not include SMS text purchases).
12 month 1,000,000,00 SMS bundle to compliment the SMS platform renewal

£9,318.00
£55,000.00

£24,300.00
£31,200.00
£73,284.00
£57,943.20
£8,265.60

Project Value
(£) Inc. VAT
£34,800.00
£22,200.00

Hardware refresh:
- GPIT Desktop 5 year refresh kit 500 Desktops
Hardware refresh to support 79 GP Practices
- Philips B Line 241B8QJEB LED Monitor - Full HD (1080p) - 24" - 600
Devices
- Microsoft LifeCam HD-3000 for Business Web Camera - 200 Devices
- Logitech PC Headset 960 USB Headset - 700 Devices
40 Brother ADS-2400N Scanners for break fix of previously supplied
equipment to General Practice
Full Control Networks Wireless Professional Services
Site location : Two New West GP Surgery Buildings

£247,671.00

Extension of Annual Maintenance 593 memberships. Annual membership
provides software updates, telephone, email and remote access support.
There are 213 APs which will be EoL (End of Life) by the end of this year,
across the 79 GP practices. These provide essential access to Wi-Fi in all GP
Practices across Cheshire for both NHS Network and Guest (Patient) access
These costs do not include site survey and cabling work.
TOTAL

£30,962.03

£118,795.20

£10,170.72
£900.00

£171,145.50

2,529,360.78

N365 – Office 365 Roll Out
The O365 pilot has now commenced. All other GP sites will commence during the next 6 months
to deliver the first phase of this project. There are additional Primary Care pilots to be scheduled,
weekly project meetings are being scheduled with CCG leads and CSU technical team,
meanwhile the CSU continue the discovery phase of the project. Currently the Pilot sign-off for
Primary care is on schedule following a successful pilot and an interim IG solution for Locums
(this is due to all licenses having to be assigned to individuals). The roll-out of O365 completion is
anticipated by end of August 2021. We are currently working with the CSU provide enhanced
training opportunities for O365.
If you need more information, please contact kerry.winsland@nhs.net
On Line / Video Consultation Contracts (e.g. eConsult, askmyGP, Klinik)
For the next financial period we will receive funding for online consultation as part of the standard
allocation from the £15 million per annum funding pot which ends in 2022/23.

NHS England has stated that their preferred procurement route is through their new framework
(Digital First Online Consultation and Video Consultation Framework (DFOCVC).
The new DFOCVC was published in June and the CCG have engaged the National Procurement
hub to support the process. In July the CCG are publishing a questionnaire to practices and PCNs
to establish current preferences for the following:
• Online Consultation Service
• Video Consultation Service
• Messaging Service (SMS Text and Bulk Messaging)
• Level of support needed to fulfil the necessary level of business change.
• The responses to this questionnaire will inform the route that the CCG takes to fulfil the needs
of the practices as closely as the procurement processes allow.
Video Consultation
As an interim measure NHS England have extended the contract with accuRx to provide their
video consultation solution. This arrangement will finish in December, by which time all practices
and PCNs should have procured their preferred solution from the framework.
AccuRx SMS Plus and AccuRx Batch Messaging
As from the 1st of April the CCG have taken out a contract with accuRx for their SMS Plus
product. This includes the licensing of the service and the SMS fees, but does not include the
optional questionnaire (Florey’s) or batch messaging.
We will continue to work with practices and PCN Leads to identify any gaps in service and provide
financial CCG support and assurances until a full procurement framework is in place.
accuBook
accuBook covid booking solution will be funded centrally, including all the SMS (text) costs, so are
available free of charge to PCNs. There should be no invoices sent directly to practices. If there
are any other PCNs that wish to use accuBook, please contact cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net.
Note the central funding for this service is due to end in December and as far as we are aware
there are no further plans to extend this or pay for the SMS texts. This will mean that there are no
arrangements in place to support the funding of flu campaigns. This requires further discussion
within primary care leadership.
Hardware Refresh (300 PCs, Monitors and Printers)
The CCG ensure a continual refresh programme which identifies and replaces hardware where it
has reached its service life. Cheshire CCG operates a 5 year refresh programme for desktop
PC’s. The hardware will be refreshed by the end August 2021.
Cheshire Automated Arrivals and Envisage Coda Update
This project is intended to complete the levelling up of automated patient check in systems across
Cheshire. As part of this project the CCG have aligned the service contracts across Cheshire and
fully fund the extensions to the 31st March 2022. This will bring a costs saving to all Cheshire
practices of circa. £500 per annum. The project remains the same and is on schedule for
completion in July 2021. For more information, please contact cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net

Lloyd George Digitisation
In December 2020 the CCG bid successfully for funding for the period 2020 to 2022 and were
awarded £498k. The proposal is to fund a full service, which will pick up paper Lloyd George
records, scan them, upload to Emis and then destroy the remaining paper files. Midlands and
Lancs CSU are managing this procurement, which is currently on hold following National
Guidance.
NOTE: Following an update at the beginning of July, we can confirm that this is still on hold.
For more information, please contact cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net
Fridge Monitors
Following the success of the use of fridge monitors within the vaccination programme, the CCG
have engaged Howbeck health to run a programme rolling out fridge monitors to general practice.
If you need more information please contact Tara Moylan tara.moylan1@nhs.net.
Isosec Smartcards renewal
Isosec is a virtual smartcard product and service that enables users to authenticate securely,
which includes an app on their mobile device, to gain access to health and care systems and
services. This was originally funded by NHS digital, but Cheshire CCG have committed to
extending the contract across Cheshire until March 2022 this is due NHS Digitals free solution not
currently supporting the virtual infrastructure across Cheshire. This extension has been
funded as part of the accrual from 2020-21.
GP TeamNet / Intradoc
To support practices that are unable to move to GP TeamNet now, due to Covid pressures, the
CCG have agreed to continue funding Intradoc 247 until the end of March 2022. Please note there
is no further funding for this past March 2022 and practices will need to ensure that plans are in
place either to migrate to GP TeamNet or self - fund Intradoc, past the March deadline.
If you need more information about the Intradoc contract please contact julietthomson@nhs.net
iGPR Software Investment
iGPR software allows practice staff to redact and review sensitive and third party information, for
sending electronically to requesting third parties. Software licences have now been purchased to
cover all Cheshire CCG practices to the end of the financial year, at a cost of £38k and is funded
from the 20/21 accrual.
For more information, please contact cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net
Redbox
Redbox is a piece of software, which enables calls to be recorded and replayed. This is available
where the CSU supports the practice phone system. Cheshire CCG is enabling the set-up of
Redbox Call recording at 20 GP Practices, which are already using the Cheshire CCG phone
system. The project is due to be completed by the end of July 2021.
If you have a contract for the CSU phone system and would like to be included in the Redbox
recording facility then please contact cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net

Digital First Funded Projects
• PCN Websites –
The project team have collected and collated feedback from PCNs regarding desirable content
for a PCN-level website. A model of an information-based, outward facing website template
has been created and three options for delivering this solution have been considered. The
focus is now on obtaining a final quotation for a template that could be used across all 18
PCNs from the chosen website designer. Howbeck Healthcare is leading this project.
For more information please contact cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net
• HOW2 Phase 1 The newly revamped How2 website was launched in May. How2 is a learning resource
website that focusses on providing videos, and supporting documentation, on how to optimise
the use of IT solutions in Primary Care, as well as introduce new IT solutions.
The site currently contains over 80 videos covering content on a range of IT systems including
EMIS Web, Apex, iGPR, Docman and AccuRx. More content, and new functionality will be
delivered over the coming months as part of the same Digital First Primary Care project.
The site can be found here: https://how2.training and registration, with an NHS email address,
is required to benefit fully from the site’s content.
OTHER ITEMS OF NOTE:
MLCSU academy and How2
If you have not seen this already the CSU have launched their MLCSU Academy which provides
an extensive array of support videos and help pages for clinical and IT. It’s a major piece of work
and really worth a look – In order to register for access to the Academy Portal, please visit
https://academy.midlandsandlancashirecsu.nhs.uk/ and use the following code.
NHS Cheshire CCG
MLCSU510
How2
How2 is a learning resource website that focusses on providing videos, and supporting
documentation, on how to optimise the use of IT solutions in Primary Care, as well as introduce
new IT solutions. The site currently contains over 80 videos covering content on a range of IT
systems including EMIS Web, Apex, iGPR, Docman and AccuRx
The site can be found here: https://how2.training and registration, with an NHS email address, is
required to benefit fully from the site’s content.
CSU Personnel Visits to practices and Covid testing.
Cheshire CCG and CSU staff who visit patient facing areas on a weekly basis or more are now
eligible to be included in the NHS England Programme for twice weekly Lateral Flow Testing.
Lateral Flow Devices (LFD) are a quick way of testing for coronavirus in asymptomatic people
and can be self-administered and processed at home within 30 minutes.
Please note if you have concerns about CSU staff visiting your premises, please feedback your
concerns through the help desk prior to any visit.
Business Continuity Escalation Guide
The CCG in conjunction with the CSU have put together a quick guide for business continuity
contacts. It is an editable word-based document to allow for local updates.
The document can be found here

If you would like to feedback changes or comments please contact mike.purdie@nhs.net or
dave.prince@nhs.net
On Line Consultation Videos – Conversations with Local Clinicians and Managers
Dr Dan Jones has led a series of conversations with local Cheshire clinicians and practice
managers around on line triage. They provide a fascinating insight into the real world benefits
and the occasional problems along the way when embedding on line triage into your practices.
A link to the 3 videos on the CCG Cheshire YouTube channel can be found here
Equipment Requests (Laptops, Desktops and Monitors)
In 2021 the CCG were awarded funds to procure additional equipment for the PCN Additional
Roles Reimbursement Scheme (ARRS). Requests for this equipment are made through the PCN
leads either Amanda BEST amanda.best1@nhs.net or Sarah MURRAY sarahmurray2@nhs.net
The CCG undertakes a hardware refresh annually and bids for funds to support this. The
replacement hardware is then deployed as part of a managed process to ensure, hardware and
software is kept up to date to support a secure and efficient system.
Where additional equipment is required to support practice expansion, then this has to be
planned and bids created to obtain funding. The revenue funding provided annually to the CCG
does not cover the cost of additional equipment.
Here is a breakdown of the funding streams and parameters provided by dean.grice@nhs.net in
June 2021:
• The CCG IT budget is for break-fix, i.e., maintaining the current stock, there is no provision in
core GPIT funding for new kit.
• If the CCG can identify additional capital funding for IT and new kit is purchased, e.g. laptops
etc, the IT Team will work with Sarah Murray’s and Amanda Best’s teams to allocate out the
kit in the most appropriate way.
• For space not currently funded by NHS Rent - as has always been the case, if a GP practice
(or PCN) creates new space for additional staff, a business case first needs to be submitted
to the CCG Estates Team. As part of this business case, GP practices / PCNs should
include a section on IT needs. This will then get flagged up to the CCG IT Team who can
look to bid for additional IT kit costs. The emphasis here that the CCG IT Team need early
awareness so that they can maximise the chances of obtaining additional funding for you to
cover the IT kit costs. The CCG IT Team can be contacted via cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net .
• For space already funded by NHS Rent you may not be submitting a business case to the
CCG Estates Team. In these cases, please submit a brief business case to the CCG IT
Team ( cheshireccg.ict@nhs.net ) outlining your future IT needs. This will allow the CCG IT
Team to bid for additional IT kit costs where possible. Again, the emphasis here that the
CCG IT Team need early awareness so that they can maximise the chances of obtaining
additional funding for you to cover the IT kit costs.
• Where additional funding cannot be obtained by the CCG IT Team, or where no prior notice
has been given, GP practices will have to purchase the additional kit themselves via the CSU
(this has always been the case).

1.1

Lloyd George Paper Notes Digitisation II – follow up project
In December 2020 the CCG bid successfully for funding for the period 2020 to 2022 and were
awarded £498k. The proposal is to fund a full service, which will pick up paper Lloyd George
records, scan them, upload to EMIS and then destroy the remaining paper files.
Following the last PCOG it was agreed to follow the procurement route and an initial meeting with
the CSU procurement has been scheduled for the 15th of April.

1.2

Online Total Triage (GP IT Futures Funding) - see Item 4 of the paper.

1.3

Clarity (GP TeamNet) and Intradoc
GP TeamNet is a web-based platform for sharing, exchanging and collaborating in Primary Care
Networks. It supports documents, training information or contact details show up where they are
needed with no effort by the recipients. You can be alerted to changes but users will never need
to file them. Additional training sessions to cover, HR/People Management, Practice
Management, Library Information and Clinical Management have also been advertised. Practices
making good progress: Grosvenor, Tudor, Hope Farm. Training sessions will be provided as part
of the funding.
There is currently multiple practices in Eastern Cheshire which contract Intradoc and was due to
expired at the end of March 2022. The CCG have agreed to fund the extension for several of
these practices in Eastern Cheshire. This will allow time for the moving of documents over to
GPTeamNet.
Audlem Practice currently use Intradoc, are on a 5 year contract which runs until November
2022. They pay for this yearly and have paid up to 14/11/2021. They have always previously
funded themselves but in terms of fairness the practice has asked the CCG to fund this for one
year as they have for the 12 practices in Eastern Cheshire. It will cost approx. £1k a year for one
practice.

1.4

Technomed ECG Machines for General Practice
CCG along with the GP Alliance are updating the Technomed ECG machines. The ECG
machines are clinical devices which use a laptop which will be pre-built by the supplier,
Technomed. To be connected to the internet from within the practice the laptops must meet the
CSU security standards. All EoL existing machines will be replaced plus an additional, making a
total of 35 laptops/devices in Practices. Remaining ECG machine deployments will be scheduled
for March.

1.5

N365 deployment of Office 365
The O365 pilot has now commenced. All other GP sites will commence during the next 6 months
to deliver the first phase of this project (Office 2019). There is a separate testing process
underway for deployment to Laptops and upgrades over the internet if not connected in practice;
this will facilitate deployment and updates for GP homeworking staff.

1.6

Cheshire Automated Arrivals and Envisage Coda Update
This project is intended to complete the levelling up of automated patient check in systems
across Cheshire. Work on this project is due to commence March 2021 through to September
2021.

As part of this project the CCG have aligned the service contracts across Cheshire and
fully fund the extensions to the 31st March 2022. This will bring a costs saving to all
Cheshire practices of circa. £500 per annum.
1.7

Telephony Call Recording for Twenty Practice Sites (Pilot)
As part of the capital bid process to NHS digital the CCG is funding twenty pilot sites for voice
recording on GP Practice main line phone numbers. The Primary Care DPO (Data Protection
Officer) is also providing advice and guidance as part of this project to Practices, to ensure
information notices are made available. The CCG will seek additional funding to extend this
functionality to those practices requiring it and that reside on the CSU IP telephony system, over
the next financial year.

1.8

PCN websites
Following a successful bid into the Digital first fund (56k) in financial 19/20 year by Howbeck
(South & Vale Royal GP Alliance), NHS Digital has now allocated this money for the
development of an online presence. The bid included all Cheshire Primary Care Networks to
allow the creation of a consistent core communications strategy to both internal and external
stakeholders, as well as encouraging cooperation and collaboration across primary care.

1.9

EMIS Clinical Templates
Procurement and deployment of a software and template provision looking at single condition
pathways in General Practice. Ardens and Primary Care IT were successful in their bids and
been procured by Cheshire CCG. PCNs were given choice between the two suppliers who are in
the process of contacting PCNs/practices to discuss implementation and training. This is a 12
month service; PCNs will need to consider the continued use after 12 months and the benefits
the product brings.

2.

DIGITAL INNOVATION BIDS SUBMISSION 2020-21
These bids have now been approved by NHS Digital and monies distributed via the monthly
allocation. As part of the governance process surrounding the allocation of current and future
funds, NHS England now require us to report progress on spend and activity on a monthly basis
via SmartSheets.
Priorities: Tranche 1
1. CHC Digital Improvements – 165k
2. Hypertension Phase 1 – 328k
3. Enhancing Care Communities – 83k
4. How2 Bid – 50k
Priorities: Tranche 2
1. Hypertension Phase 2 – 172k
2. How2 Bid – 64k

3.

ICT MIDS & LANCS CSU CONTRACT EXTENSION UPDATE
The CCG is working with Mids and Lancs CSU to finalise the one year contract extension (with a
further one year option to extend). The new contract will continue to support all Cheshire Primary
Care ICT requirements as well as the PCN required enhancement to extend access to the
service desk hours to 7:30 – 19:00 Monday to Friday, excluding bank holidays.

The service will be delivered as normal until the contract is signed.
4.

ONLINE CONSULTATION PAYMENTS 2020-21 - THE FOLLOWING POINTS WERE RAISED:
The NHS Long Term Plan contains a commitment that by 2023/24 every patient in England will
be able to access a digital first Primary Care offer. Access to Primary Care services via online
consultations will be a key part of achieving that commitment.
For the financial period 2020-2021 the CCG received £193k in funding to cover the cost of
providing services. This will fund the 50 practices currently using e-consult that had a contract
and were actively using their system. The remainder we are paying on a fair share's basis using
the e-Consult national contract as a funding benchmark. The final surplus from that process is
being distributed on the same fair share's basis across all practices. This process will be
completed before the end of March.
For the next financial period we will receive funding for on line consultation as part of the
standard allocation from the £15 million per annum funding pot which ends in 2022/23. NHS
England has stated that their preferred procurement route is through their new framework (Digital
First Online Consultation and Video Consultation Framework (DFOCVC). This will be published
within the next few months.
This leaves a potential hiatus, where no arrangements are in place. Advice from the procurement
hub is to continue with existing arrangements, until the DFOCVC framework is in place for the
purchase of on line consultation solutions.
Video Consultation
As an interim measure NHS England have extended the contract with accuRx to provide their
video consultation solution. This arrangement will finish in December, by which time all practices
and PCNs should have procured their preferred solution from the framework.
AccuRx SMS Plus
All practices have been using the accuRx SMS product, which until the end of March was free of
charge, but is now chargeable as from the 1st of April. In order to avoid a significant disruption of
service, the CCG have taken out a contract with accuRx for their SMS Plus product. This
includes the licensing of the service and the SMS fees. The expected savings to practices across
Cheshire will be in the region of £240k per annum.
We will continue to work with practices and PCN Leads to identify any gaps in service and
provide financial CCG support and assurances until a full procurement framework is in place.
Arrangements for paying for online consultation services for practices for this financial year 2020
to 2021.

5.

APPROVED PRIMARY CARE CONTRACT EXTENSIONS 2021-22
There were five GPIT contracts which were due to expire and required a renewal to ensure
service provision in Primary Care during April 2021-2022. The CCG extended the contracts at an
executive CCG meeting, based on the following criteria (Regulation 72(1) (c) of the Public
Contracts Regulations 2015 (PCR)), which allows the CCG to extend/renew contracts without a
formal procurement process during the pandemic.

Executive Minutes 2nd March 2021:
DECISION: Noting that the total is under the Executive Team’s delegated authority of £500,000,
the Executive Team approved renewal of the GP IT contracts:
•
•
•
•
6.

Mid Mersey Digital Alliance (Information Governance Contract)
GP Alliance (Data Protection Officer contract)
E-Consult (Online and Video Consultation)
BT (MJOG) (SMS Smart messaging)

PRIMARY CARE INVESTMENTS
This is the current spend to date of a two year ICT rolling funding and investment plan. This
current £2.5m will be supported with an additional investment next financial year of Circa £1m.
The investment table below provides assurance of the investments made and the appropriate
areas, the ICT team continue to work with PCNs and their Directors on requirements.
The below investments are not part of delegated GPIT funding to the CCG and have required
separate Capital bids to NHSE / NHS Digital with a full Project Document detailing the ROI
(Return on Investment) which is done on a yearly cycle. It should be noted that the funding below
also includes deployment and project costs
Project Name
ICT Service Desk Extended
Opening Hours

Online Triage Continued
Funding

Clarity (GP TeamNet)

Procurement of EMIS One
Template & Ardens Plus for
enhanced Practice information

Hardware Refresh - Vaccination
Laptop Deployment

Brief Project Description
Following feedback at PCNS meetings and discussions with PCN
Directors, the CCG has commissioned an extension to standard GPIT
Funded Operating hours to provide access to services from 0730-1900
Mon-Fri.
The CCG is providing further funding to cover the online triage solutions
that are currently contracted. This due to a delay in the NHS Digital release
of the GPIT Futures framework and catalogue where PCNs will then have
choice of services as part of a price per patient allocation (allocation not
released by NHS Digital at this point). The CCG have been advised not to
enter into new contracts until this is released, now expected June. The
funding of £193k not only funds practices current costs for 20/21 of .21p
per patient but will also release a payment to practices of any left over
funding through current contract agreements
GP TeamNet is a web-based platform for sharing, exchanging and
collaborating in Primary Care Networks. It supports documents, training
information or contact details show up where they are needed with no
effort by the recipients. You can be alerted to changes but users will never
need to file them.
Current software and template provision looks at single condition
pathways, which results in fragmented care and the use of multiple
templates within a consultation. In order to move towards streamlined
consultations and holistic patient care, there are solutions available, which
allow for localised customisation including standardised templates, local
clinical pathways, and highlighting of local contract requirements.
For the purchase of 230 laptops in preparation for COVID requirements in
Primary Care including headset provision.

Project Value
(£) Inc. VAT
£40,000.00

£193,000.00

£125,240.00

£191,000.00

£225,616.00

GPIT Server Upgrade for new
windows 2019 Licenses

NHS Cheshire CCGs and their Practices run a number of servers on
Windows Server 2008 or below which must be migrated to 2019 to ensure
continued support and effective cyber security. The end of extended
support (the final retirement date) was 14th Jan. 2020. At this point the
operating system became end of life and so no longer receives security
patches from Microsoft.

£56,181.00

Technomed ECG Machines for
General Practice

Currently in the old south & vale footprints we have ECG devices and
support laptops in practices requiring a tech refresh, this it to enable
continuity of service, across 29 Practices.

£85,832.00

Office 365 deployment

The CCG submitted the N365 participation agreement and the NHSE PID
in July 2020 elements of the deal no later than October 2021.
There are two aspects to realising a full N356 deployment throughout the
General Practice
I. MS Office 2010 upgrade to Apps for Enterprise (Ensuring Docman
functionality for Clinical letters
ii. Data migration options for extend remote working
NHS Cheshire CCGs and their Practices run a number of servers on the
Shared SQL Server Provision, this needs to be upgraded to ensure Cyber
security compliance.
Purchase of 79 bar code scanners for;
* batch coding flu, pneumonia, shingles etc.* better accuracy in attendees
(some clinicians may forget to document during a consultation, whereas
the clinic letters can be gathered and then coded).* ease of auditing
(having the scanned lists available to check back on signatures etc.).
Cheshire CCG have requested that a number of practices who have
expressed interest are on boarded to the MLCSU managed CISCO
solution known as the Unified Communications Solution.

£24,954.00

West Cheshire Automated Arrivals and Envisage Coda Update (£250K) –
This project is intended to complete the strategic ambition of automated
patient check in systems across all Cheshire Practices. The former West
Cheshire CCG upgraded some of their check in and call in screens earlier
on 2020 and this project will complete the process for the remaining
practices upgrading them all to EMIS automated arrivals and envisage
coda systems.
230 x OptiPlex 3080 Micro & Smartcard keyboard & 50 x HDMI to VGA
Adapters

£223,286.70

Hardware Refresh - Primary
Care IT
Consultancy Services for
Primary care Estates planning

Deployment costs of 523 replacement PCs across Cheshire

£90,341.68

Consultancy Services for Primary Care Estates Projects

£32,400.00

Server room Air conditioning
Insight - Azure

Air Conditioning for Comms Room for Knutsford Medical Partnership
3 Year Azure software license to support deployment and updates of N365
to remote/ home laptop users
Call recording on main line Practice number for quality and training
purposes, building on the back of next Unified comms (Telephony
investments)
Extension of Intradoc LIC - 247 Licenses used in GP Practices, mainly
East CCG, The CCG has funded the contract gap as part of the transition
delay to GP Team net during COVID.27d/20/183 was 17 practices for 6
months and 27d/20/264 was an annual renewal commencing April 2021 March 2022 for 12 Sites Practices.
Renewal of SSL certificates which support the Unified Comms solution in
Cheshire Practices.

£2,189.57
£18,639.72

Development of an online presence for the 18 Cheshire Primary Care
Networks to allow the creation of a consistent core communications
strategy to both internal and external stakeholders, as well as encouraging
cooperation and collaboration across primary care.
A key aspiration of the Five Year Forward View (FYFV) is to deliver high
quality care underpinned by digital solutions in General Practice. This
investment aligns to the new O365 contract for all of Primary Care.
Consolidate and renew the existing Enterprise Search Licenses provided
by EMIS to the former South and Eastern Cheshire and Vale Royal CCG
areas. This is used by Practices, CSU, and meds management for Practice
reporting.
Subscription Services Fees for Docman Connect at the Trusts - MCHFT
ECT & COCH for the transfer of patient clinical letters into GP Practices
Docman 10 software.
Purchase of hardware to enable resilience in GP Practices against Power
failures
N365 ESA Primary Care licenses extend to meet strategic workforce plans
general Practice 21/22

£55,000.00

myGP Platform: Enterprise - One year Subscription SMS Application
service subscription renewal (this does not include SMS text purchases).
12 month 1,000,000,00 SMS bundle to compliment the SMS platform
renewal

£34,800.00

Shared SQL Server Provision

Bar Code Scanners

Multi-Site Unified Comms
onboarding (IP Phones)

West Cheshire Footprint
Automated Arrivals and Call In
Screens Project

Hardware Refresh - Primary
Care IT costs Version 2 - Part A

Redbox Call Recording for 20
Practice Sites
Extension of Intradoc Licenses.

Unified Comms SSL renewal
with MLCSU
PCN Websites

CDW Ltd N365 licenses (x250)
West Cheshire Legacy Licenses
EMIS Enterprise Search
Cheshire CCG

Docman Connect - Clinical
letters into GP Practices
UPS (Uninterrupted Power
Supply)
Additional O365 licenses for
ARRS roles in PCNs
iPlato renewal
iPlato SMS bundle

£62,000.00

£1,610.00

£82,918.00

£134,563.20

£27,075.30

£16,558.36

£9,318.00

£24,300.00

£31,200.00

£73,284.00

£57,943.20
£8,265.60

£22,200.00

Hardware refresh - GPIT kit 5
year refresh

Hardware refresh:
- GPIT Desktop 5 year refresh kit 500 Desktops

£247,671.00

Hardware refresh and additional
devices - cameras, monitors and
headsets

Hardware refresh to support 79 GP Practices
- Philips B Line 241B8QJEB LED Monitor - Full HD (1080p) - 24" - 600
Devices
- Microsoft LifeCam HD-3000 for Business Web Camera - 200 Devices
- Logitech PC Headset 960 USB Headset - 700 Devices
40 Brother ADS-2400N Scanners for break fix of previously supplied
equipment to General Practice
Full Control Networks Wireless Professional Services
Site location : Two New West GP Surgery Buildings

£118,795.20

Lexacom Digital Dictation
Renewal

Extension of Annual Maintenance 593 memberships. Annual membership
provides software updates, telephone, email and remote access support.

£30,962.03

Wifi Aps Unit tech refresh

There are 213 APs which will be EoL (End of Life) by the end of this year,
across the 79 GP practices. These provide essential access to Wi-Fi in all
GP Practices across Cheshire for both NHS Network and Guest (Patient)
access These costs do not include site survey and cabling work.
TOTAL

£171,145.50

Scanners Purchase
Wifi Survey

Financial Approval
Is funding required?
If applicable – Have the finance team confirmed the availability of funding?

£10,170.72
£900.00

2,529,360.78

N
N

Governing Body Assurance Framework Risk Mitigation (if applicable)
Not Applicable
Conflicts of Interest Consideration (if applicable)
Not Applicable
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Key Issues and considerations
This update paper in respect of Primary Care Quality is for information only and by exception. The
contents of this paper were shared with the Quality, Safeguarding and Performance Committee on
5th June 2021.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update on seasonal influenza
CQC (Care Quality Commission) Update
Childhood Immunisations Update
Cervical Screening
Cancer Screening
Primary Care Dashboard
Non-Medical Prescribing
• COVID-19 Vaccination Incidents
• Hepatitis A associated with the Traveller community

Recommendation(s)
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to;
•

Note the update in respect of Primary Care Quality following the receipt of the report at the Quality
and Safeguarding Performance Committee which is charged with the duty in relation to quality of
primary medical services

PRIMARY CARE QUALITY REPORT
1.

2.

Seasonal Influenza Programme 2020/21
1.1

The publication of the end of Seasonal Influenza Programme 2020/21 data is
overdue. As soon as this is available it will be shared with the Committee.

1.2

NHS England and Improvement Cheshire and Merseyside Immunisation and
Screening Team had previously notified NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
that an issue relating to inaccurate pregnancy uptake data had been resolved
however it has been reported that this is still an issue and is awaiting a resolution.
The issue relates to the calculation of the denominator. As soon as further information
is known and more accurate data is available this will be shared with the Committee.
Improving pregnancy uptake levels will remain a focus of 2021/22 programme.

Care Quality Commission
2.1

The NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group met with the Care Quality
Commission on 29th April 2021 to discuss primary care concerns and share
intelligence. This is a Bi-monthly meeting with NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group representation from primary care, quality and clinical leadership.

2.2

The Care Quality Commission continue to monitor all services through the Transitional
Monitoring Approach (TMA) process whereby a software platform collates intelligence
and calculates the rates of risk, including time elapsed since last inspection. This risk
calculation then classifies practices as low, medium or high risk and identifies which
practices to inspect. This process and the metrics used are available to practices and
providers on the Care Quality Commission website.

2.3

The Transitional Monitoring Approach calls are part of a lengthy process often lasting
up to 2 hours with focus particularly around any practice issues there may be at the
time. In total 7-8 Transitional Monitoring Approach calls have been placed in the
Cheshire area since they were introduced last year. The process has changed to
allow for the current pressures in the system with Covid-19 (January 2021). A
summary of the call is sent to the practice, but not to the NHS Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group. As the Transitional Monitoring Approach is not an inspection,
it is not in the public domain and down to the practice to action any points of concern
raised. If concern is highlighted during a Transitional Monitoring Approach regulatory
action would be taken and followed through with the practice.

2.4

The NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group requested that the Care Quality
Commission provide a list of those practices who have received a Transitional
Monitoring Approach call along with any high level actions or outcomes so that the
NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group can triangulate the information. The
Care Quality Commission has subsequently responded that as the Transitional
Monitoring Approach and outcome thereof is not a public document, this would not be
shared with the NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group. However if the
outcome of the Transitional Monitoring Approach was to take further regulatory action
such as an inspection, then the NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group would
be notified. The Care Quality Commission has confirmed that in future they will
request information about a practice in writing rather than gathering this at the bi-

monthly meetings, which will allow the NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
to triangulate information in advance of inspections.

3.

2.5

There is an imminent inspection due at Danebridge Medical Centre whose last
inspection was rated as requires improvement.

2.6

The Care Quality Commission continue to keep approximately eight practices under
close review due to a range of concerns including safeguarding incidents, infection
control complaints, patient safety issues relating to medications, statement of purpose
registrations and blanket Do Not Attempt Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (DNACPR)
concerns. The Quality team will continue to liaise with the Care Quality Commission to
monitor the progression of these ongoing issues and ensure that a resolution is
facilitated.

Childhood Immunisation Uptake Rates
3.1

Current, real-time practice level uptake data is still not readily available to the NHS
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group as the service is commissioned by NHS
England and Improvement whose responsibility it is to monitor uptake levels and data
sharing agreements remain and issue.

3.2

In the meantime the NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group will continue to
monitor waiting lists as the closest indicator of uptake levels and any risks to patient
safety or experience. A number of practices have been identified as having waiting
lists that are either increasing or too large based on the their practice list size.

3.3

We have escalated our concerns to NHS England / Improvement Cheshire and
Merseyside Immunisation and Screening Team and the Childhood Immunisation
Service to ask for assurance on how they plan to reduce these waiting lists.

3.4

The Childhood Immunisation Service have commenced The Clinic Review Project
which initially:
•
•
•

Contact practice with a larger waiting list sizes
Complete a data reconciliation to improve the accuracy and reduce in wasted
appointments
Agree plans to increase number of weekly immunisation appointments

3.5

The NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group will support this project by liaising
with any practices who do not respond to the Childhood Immunisation Service’s initial
communications.

3.6

The Childhood Immunisation Service have now launched an automated immunisation
data extract and reconciled the last six months of immunisation data. Communications
are being prepared to inform practices that they no longer need to return manual
reports to the Childhood Immunisation Service. This will reduce the administrative
burden on childhood immunisation clinics and may increase the capacity within them.

4.

Cervical Screening
4.1

Laboratory Request Forms (ICE) - The NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group
was informed by NHS England and Improvement that six practices were not 100%
compliant with the use of ICE forms when submitting samples to the Manchester
Laboratory.

4.2

With the laboratory implementing the updated national guidance for acceptance of
cervical screening samples with a zero tolerance acceptance policy this would result
in a greater number of samples being rejected. As this is a patient safety and patient
experience issue, the NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group has contacted
each of the practices concerned. This has identified that non-compliance is at an
individual practitioner level rather than a practice level and steps are being taken to
resolve this.

4.3

An analysis of the rejected cervical cytology sample data has been undertaken and is
shown in table 1. A total of 149 samples have been rejected over a six month period.
Each sample rejected needs to be repeated 12 weeks later which poses a risk to
patient safety as it relies on patients being compliant with re-attending their screening
appointment. No particular practice or practitioners have been identified as outliers.
This information has been shared with cervical sample takers in order to raise
awareness.
Table 1. Analysis of rejected cytology samples from 1st October 2020 – 31st March
2021
Category
Out of Date Vial
Out of Programme >
Out of Programme <
<3 months since last review
No Vial Received
Unlabeled Vial
Mismatch Form\Vial
Insufficient Info on Vial
Insufficient Info on Form
Wrong Patient
Leaked Vial
Total

4.4

Number of Patients
17
4
3
54
3
23
24
16
1
2
2
149

Currently there is a delay to samples being processed at Manchester Laboratory.
Results normally take approximately two weeks but are currently taking 4-5 weeks.
This is the result of an increase in the number of samples being taken. The NHS
Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group has escalated its concerns to NHS England /
Improvement Cheshire and Merseyside Immunisation and Screening Team, who are
aware and are monitoring the situation.

5.

6.

7.

Primary Care Dashboard
5.1

The Qlik Sense Primary Care Dashboard in now complete and live. As a dynamic
dashboard, further development and refinement will continue as additional indicators
are added as data becomes available and/or new priority indicators are identified.
Data can be reviewed under 3 domains; practice details, patient experience and
clinical effectiveness

5.2

As agree at the March 2021 Primary Care Operational and Quality Group a working
group has been established. This Primary Care Dashboard Working Group has the
remit of regularly reviewing the dashboard. It will use the functionality of the
dashboard and the intelligence it provides as an early warning indicator and any
practices identified as being of concern will be escalated to the Primary Care
Operations and Quality Group and Committee will be sighted as appropriate.

Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group Non-Medical Prescribing Policy
6.1

This new policy which was approved by committee in November 2020 was
successfully launched on 1st April 2021.

6.2

Two policy launch sessions were facilitated virtually over Microsoft Team by the NonMedical Prescribing Policy task and finish group which includes membership from the
quality team and both the medicines management teams. All non-medical prescribers
were invited and attendance levels were high. These facilitated sessions had
excellent engagement and feedback was positive.

6.3

The annual Approval to Practice (ATP) forms are in the process of being submitted
with a deadline of the end of June 2021. This is a new requirement for non-medical
prescribers working in practices located in the old Eastern Cheshire, South Cheshire
and Vale Royal NHS Clinical Commissioning Group footprints. An update of
compliance will be reported to Committee once this information is known.

COVID-19 Vaccination Incidents
7.1

A number of COVID-19 vaccination incidents have been reported via the Clinical
Commissioning Group and System Vaccination Operation Centre. NHS England and
Improvement lead on the investigations with NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning
Group involvement where required.

7.2

Chester East and Chester Central Primary Care Networks, who run a joint
vaccination centre, reported two incidents to the System Vaccination Operation
Centre. NHS England and Improvement asked for a multi-agency review of the
incidents due to the complexity and number of patients affected. Both incidents were
related to data recording and data entry. Full assurance was not obtained from the
incident review meetings and it was decided that the NHS Cheshire Clinical
Commissioning Group would undertake a Quality Assurance Visit to the Covid
Vaccination Centre at St Columba's R.C. Church Hall. This Quality Assurance visit
took place on the 8th April 2021 and in attendance was the Joint Medical Director,
Head of Primary Care and Head of Quality (Primary Care). A number of quality
concerns were identified and the recommendations were included in the final Quality
Assurance Report.

8.

7.3

The Operational Managers responsible for the Covid Vaccination Centre have
implemented all of the recommendations and completed an audit of the patient
records. This has shown that they are now fully compliant with record keeping
requirements and patient records are accurate.

7.4

The NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group is now assured of the quality of the
service being delivered at this Covid Vaccination Centre and no further follow-up is
required.

Hepatitis A associated with the Traveller community

8.1

Public Health England called an Incident Management Team meeting on 21st April
2021 to discuss an outbreak of four cases of Hepatitis A with potential links to the
Traveller community. Three of the cases were confirmed as Type A with the fourth
case awaiting genotyping.

8.2

Hepatitis A is a highly contagious liver infection which can be transmitted through
contaminated food or water. Symptoms include fatigue, nausea and vomiting,
abdominal pain, loss of appetite, dark urine, joint pain and jaundice. Some people,
particularly young children may not develop any symptoms.

8.3

Health questionnaires established potential links with two Traveller sites, one in
Chester West and Chester and the other in the Halton local authority area. A fourth
case did not appear to have links with the Traveller community.

8.4

There were concerns that this cluster is linked to an outbreak in Dublin and the South
East of England amongst Irish Traveller communities.

8.5

It was agreed that Public Health England would prepare communications that the
NHS Cheshire Clinical Commissioning Group would share with primary care, 111
and acute trusts to raise awareness of this potential outbreak so that a differential
diagnosis could be considered and any further cases might be identified.

8.6

The facilitation of hepatitis A vaccination plans were discussed and it was decided
following a National incident meeting that this could be delivered in primary care
under GMS contract for patients permanently or temporary registered with a GP
practice, where the patient self-presented. No proactive roaming vaccination
programme would be required. Public Health England is producing the
communications to be shared with primary care to support this approach. This has
been declared as isolated endemic and not an outbreak.

9.

Primary Care Intelligence Meeting

9.1 Fortnightly primary care intelligence review meetings have continued between the GP
Primary Care Clinical Lead, Head of Quality for Primary Care, Associate Director/Head of
Primary Care, Medicines Management Teams and Senior Patient Safety Manager. At these
meetings, members review all new incident reports related to primary care as well as any
responses received, along with patient experience intelligence. The purpose of the meeting
is to triangulate information and identify any emerging themes or trends of concern.
9.2 No emerging issues, trends or themes requiring escalation to the Committee were identified
in the March and April meetings. The group has been sighted on the Covid-19 Vaccination
Incidents referenced at paragraph 28.24. The group also facilitated the sharing of learning,
connected to a Regulation 28 report relating to an EMIS technical issue, with members
practices via the GP Webinar and Bulletin.

